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and has appeared on "Wall
Street Week."
When Contewas ques-
tioned about the Senior
Class input in choosing
Gabelli as speaker she
stated, "I was told that
Mario GabeIli would be the
speaker." Conte described
how, as a member of the
HDC, she was invited to a
meeting to assist in the se-
lection of Honorary Degree
Candidates. .
A letter from Ralph R
Papitto, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, invited
HDC membersto attend the
first and only meeting on
Nov. 19, 1991. "It was the
first notice I received. My
assumption was that we'd
discuss the candidates and
make a decision at that
meeting," stated Conte.
Instead, Conte was
surprised when President
Sicuro turned t.o her at that
meeting and asked her if
she knew that the speaker
for commencement would
be Mario Gabelli. "I told
See GabeUi, page 2
'BRISTOL, R.I.
Photo courtesy of Public Relations
Mario Gabelli, the administration's choice
for the 1992 commencement ceremony.
Commencement speaker
sparks controversy
By Darren Fava ate School ofBusiness. He
awarded "The
e a
with the stolen cards were
isolated to the ATM machine
located inthe StudentUnion.
Kane was identified when
police reviewed a videotape
that was used as a record to
identify people who used the
machine.
The Journal also re-
ported that Police said Kane
allegedly stole other student
mail that included Christ-
See Mail, page 2
have been reimbursed.
According to an em-
ployee of Fleet Bank in
Bristol, "It would be difficult
to obtain the cards and per-
sonal identificationnumbers
at random because theY are
mailed separately. I would
think that someone would
have to- be extremelY. lucky
to grab the eight envelopes
that would· be reqUired in
this case at random."
Fleet Bankverified that
it is standard procedure for
the bank to mail ATM cards
separatelyfrom the personal
identification numbers
needed to use the cards.
Pollce. working with
--
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
raw s om e accoun s
between Feb. 14 and 2l.
"I went to the bank to
cash a $30 check." said one
victim who wished to remain
anonymous. "They said they
couldn't cash it because I
only had $18 left in my ac-
count. I knew something
was wrong because I was
supposed to have $450."
A total of $1,460 was
withdrawn using the stolen
cards. Canario said that all
of the students' accounts
same day on personal recog-
nizance and could not be
reached for comment.
The investigation was
conducted as a result of
separate complaints. These
complaints were filed with
police after four students
didn't receive ATM cards for
new accounts from Fleet
Bank.
When the students
waited about a week and
didn't receive theAlM cards,
they went to the bank to
detenninewhethertherewas
a problem, Canario said.
They were informed by the
bankthat thecardshadbeen
mailed to the college andhad
. .
RWe student charged with
five felonies' in connection
with mailroom thefts
VOLUME XIV ISSUE X
By sean lewis
Associate Editor
An RWC student has
been charged with five felo-
nies and eight misdemean-
ors as a result of an investi-
gatiop conducted by Bristol
Police, campus security and
a Federal Postal Inspector.
Freshman Michael J.
Kane, 18, ofAugusta, Maine,
was arrested by police last
Wednesday inthe mailroom,
where he was employed
through work-study, and
chaxgedwith five felOnies and
eight misdemeanors, said
Detective Josh Canario of
the Bristol Police Depart-
. - - - .. -._.- .. _--_.---
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S~nior Class executive board upset about selection of spe~ker
According to Forbes.
Gabelli will not be paid for
his address. "Ordinarily. it
doesn't carry any stipend.
out I'm not absolutely cer-
tain." Public Relations con-
curred that HonoraryDegree
Candidatesare not normally
paid.
Gabelli, from page 1 gree. I think it would be a Honorary Degree from Roger asked about senior input in It's hard to tell."
tremendouscoupifwecould Williams College. which he the final decision regarding Conte says she ac-
him that was the first I'd get him to be a good friend of will receive in 1992." their graduation speaker. cepted the decision because
heard of it." Conte said. the College." In an effort to establish Forbes replied. ibe HDC "I think what's important is
Mark Herter. a fourth- In another letter. dated why Gabelli was chosen to asked Denise Conte to dis- that we're graduating. My
year architecture student Dec. 24.1990. Gabelli wrote address the graduating cuss the selection with her major concern is that the
andAlphaChiPresident. was to Papitto. "You are awfully class.TheMesse~rwasr;:::========================~ceremony is the focal
also invited to the November kind and I certainly don't directed to Vice President 'Mario is a personal friend p<.>int, not the speaker."
meeting. deseIVe the honor, but I will of Academic Affairs. Dr. Forbes stated that
"I knew the individuals accept and I will be there on Malcom Forbes. by of mine...it would be a if the Senior Class was
would be presented and May 16. 1992." Later. on President Sicuro's office. tremendous coup ifwe unhappy with Gabelli
talkedabout. I also expected Jan. 4. 1991. in reference to Forbes, an HDC could get him to be a good. they should have made
that there would be a vote," Gabelli·sDec.24acceptance. member, said that friend of the college." it known to the Senior
Herter said ofthe meeting. "I Papitto wrote to Sicuro. Gabelli was chosen be- - -Ralph Papitto Class Advisory Board.
would've liked to have given ibis. of course. confirms 'cause he "is an example "It would be an
suggestions (regarding of someone who has Chair ojBoard oJ1hLstees embarrassment to the
the candidates for hon- rr==========================1l made good in a pro- institution. and prob-
orary degrees). but my "1 would've .liked to have fession that has had a lot executive board and getback ably to Gabelli himself. if he
opportunity for input given suggestions...but of brtcks thrown at it." to us with whatever com- was disinvited. We would
was minimal." my opportunity for referring to Gabelli's in- ments. It is to my under- hope that the Senior Class
A sertes of letters input was minimal." vestment and business standing. although I'm not would understand how ap-
obtained from Conte -Mark Herter expertence. Forbesadded sure, that the Senior Class. proprtate Gabelli is."
show that the decision that Gabelli would be ap- or at least the board. was in
to award Gabelli an Alpha Chi President proprtate since 25 per- favor of Gabelli."
Honorary Degree was L.=:=========================..J cent ofRWC students are When asked if it would
made much earlier than the that we'll finally make him a business majors. have been possible for Se-
November meeting. Papitto member of the family of Forbes added thatwhile nior Class members to have
stated in a letter to Sicuro RWC." Then. on Feb. 7. someone who is picked by had more of a say in the
dated Nov. 16. 1989 that. 1991. Papitto wrote to Gary the HDC isn't necessarily process. Conte replied. "I
"Mario is a personal frtend of KeJghley. Vice President for invited to speak at com- don't know if that would've
mine and I am recommend- Development, stating. "Mario mencement, Gabelli agreed worked. It's been hard to get
ing him for an honorary de- Gabelli has accepted an to address the class. When a reaction from our class.
Administration considers
making the change
from "RWC" to "RWU"
· ;...:.~.:..:..:...:.:..;.:.:..:.~.:..:.:•.:.:..:.:..:.:..:.:..:.:..~..;;.;.;;.;;...;;".;;;;,...;;..;;.;;...;..;;...._......:-:.......:-.":'.~.:-._.=._._._._._._._._ ...,. :
: SeIOO[ OF BUSInESS :
: ,tOGO eOn,TEST :
• •
: OPEN TO RLL STUDENTS!!!! :
• •
• •
• •
: FIRST PRIZE $150.00 :
• •
: SECOND PRIZE $100.00 :
• •
: THIRD PRIZE $50.00 :
• •
: ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED :
• •
• BY APRIL 15th •
• •
• •
• •
: JUDGING WILL TAKE :
: PLACE MAY 1st :
• •
• •
• •
• PRIZES AWARDED IN MID-MAY •
• •
• •
• •
: CONTACT DEAN DeTARNOWSKY :
: OR ED BROWN FOR THEMES :
• •
• AND IDEAS!! •
• •: ~.""!!.!""!.~.~.""!!.!""!.~.~.""!!.~."=.~.:-:.::-.=-=.-:.:-:.::-.::-:.-:.~.:-:.:-:'.":.~.:-:.:""':'.-:.-:.:-:.:"":".-:.-:.:-:•••;-;•••ii.ii.;-;•••ii.ii.;-;•••ii.ii.'-=••
the possibility of more· rec-
ognition by government
agencies and businesses and
the attraction to many in-
coming students.
And what are the dis-
advantages? As Dr. Forbes
points out,"'lbere is a chance
that the reputation of
sounding larger may turn
away possible incoming stu-
dents." RWC emphasizes
personal attention between
students and faculty which
is something most stereo-
typical universities are not
known for.
"We should also be
careful not to emulate two
area schools. Johnson and
Wales and Salve Regina, who
both recently altered their
status to university." adds
Forbes.
Nonetheless. renaming
RWC to RWU will be a deci-
sion made by the Board of
Trustees. If implemented.
the change will take effect
tnunediately and extend to
offiCially take effect on July
1.1993 at which time the
law school also will officially
move into motion.
As for the cost of imple-
menting the school's status
change. it will be In1n1mal.
Obviously the sign along Old
Ferry Road will have to be
changed and as for station-
ary. catalogs. and diplomas.
those will be changed when
new orders are taken and/
or matertals used up.
name~y soon be replaced.
to read Roger WiUiams Uni-
versity. Though university
sounds strange andmay take
some time to become accus-
tomed. the name change is
onlyinthe reccommend;ltion
stage, and still has a few
more steps to fulfill.
The idea was intially
brought up at a recent Col-
lege Planning Council meet-
ing. The CPC meets often to
discuss ideasfor RWC'sPlan
for the 90s. including the
recent founding of the law
school.
The law school is one
reason for the name change
proposal. Since the law
school will be the first school
here at RWC to offer gradu-
ate degrees. a few council
members feel it is time to
change the school's status.
Not only is the law
school a reason, but so is the
apparent growth of the col-
lege. The Plan for the 90s
includes the expansion of
many programswhich would
make RWC comparable to
many otheruniversities. Dr.
Malcolm Forbes says. 'The
proposal to change the name
is understandable.yet needs
to be planned well." He also
points out. "'lbere are ad-
vantages and disadvantages
to changing RWC's name."
What are the advan-
tages in gaining university
status? First. there is the
prestige; prestige in being
referred to as a university
rather than a college. To add
By Brian Fortin
SI8ft Writer
'What school do you go
to?" is a question commonly
asked to many and for stu-
dents here the obvious re-
sponse is. "Roger Williams
College."
Well. for many the re-
sponse may soon change.
Yes. the college in RWC's:.}; .' ;.:;.. :>::?:~ ;:=;>::;:;;.....• ::::.~':
<:::::::::::::: : :.; :.:.:-:-:-:.:.:.:.:.:::-:-::>.::.:.....•.......
..................................................................................................:.;...;.;:;. .
_ ••• _ ~ F ,..., "'< __ .. ,. *'-#. ,..,....- --- _- .. _ __ ..--- •••_-- - ----~- _-~- --... -- - -- - - _ ...
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Photo by Mark Kasok
Santoro is leaving the position of law school dean at
Widener University in Maryland and Pennsylvania to
become the dean of RWe's law school
upgrade other programs...
Many feel that RWC
must not ignore the other
programs. Mair said, "It is
important that RWC's un-
dergraduate program is the
strongcore ofthe institution.
If that happens, it will be
great to have a law school."
Carr said, lbere are
e se ec on process
that faculty had was a lack
of information. Dr. Richard
Potter, an American studies
professor, said, "A lot of the
faculty were not involved in
the process. so it's hard to
make a judgement (on
.Santoro)."
Blackburn said. "I have
no i~ea if Santoro's the best
choicebecause1have noway
of knowing the other candi-
dates."
When asked about the
law school itself, many felt
that it is a good idea. Stout
said, "In the long run, it is a
wise decision, based on the
report. It will bring prestige
to the school."
Blackburn said, "When
I first heard about it, I didn't
think it was a good idea, but
now I'm a believer. It's a risk
that is worth taking. It will
enhance not only the
college's_ image, but the
substance aswell." He added
that the school will also
benefit the state. "It will
have a positive effect on RI.
It will increase the legal
consciousness of the state's
lawyers." .
Gould said, "From the
School ofScience and Math's
point of view, an environ-
mental law program ... will
be a great opportunity."
De Tarnowsky said,
"1l1e law school is superb in
terms ofwhere RWC isgoing.
It adds an element of excel-
lence thatwill push us ahead
and will lead the college to
By Chris lammarelll
COpy Editor
Deans and Faculty react to
law school dean Santoro
"",.""iIIIIlllill'8~ol!eT~· ac urn,
'dean of the SChool of Hu-
manities, said, "He knows
RWC, given his in-depth
study, he has a strong track
record in starting up new
law schools, and he's very
intelligent and conservative
where you need him to be
type of individual."
Dr. Mark Gould, dean
of the School of Science and
Mathematics, said, "Santoro
is probably the best candi-
date, just because he's had
experience with starting
other law schools. If anyone
can pull this off, he will."
Marilynn Mair, dean of
the School of Fine and Per-
forming Arts, said, "From
what I've seen, Santoro will
be excellent."
Members of the faculty
had some praise for Santoro,
as well. Dr. Joshua Stein, a
history professor, said, "I
think Santoro's chief
strength is that he's done
this before. I don't know
how successful the other law
schools he started are, but
obviously, someone must
have looked into that."
However, Stein wasn't
all positive. "I don't think he
is the legal scholar we want,
if we are talking about en-
hancing the legal system in
RI."
~Stein also questioned
the selection process for ~he
position. "I am a little con-
cerned that the person who
promoted the law schoolwas
offered the job of dean."
4 The Messenger COLLEGE NEWS March 2, 1992
Rwe looking
into' grad~ate
business program
A plan is in the works to create a School of
Business graduate program at RWC. Dean George
de Tamowsky said, "Aproposal is inprocess and-will
be coming out in late April or early May." He said
that the school will be apart-time program as a start.
DeTamowsky said that a Masters of Business
Administration (MBA) program could be in opera-
tion as early as fall of 1992. AMasters ofTIle Science .
ofTaxation (MS11 program is on line as early as fall
of 1993, although he said that this probably will not
be the case. He added that the MST program will
work in conjunction with the RWC law school,
scheduled to be open in the fall of 1993.
Photo by Jaime Mendoza
One of RWe's events for Black History Month was a
presentation of "The Meeting," a ficitional play about
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X.
Programs, said, "More could be spent on bringing
should have been done for more blackstudents to RWC.
Black History. One or two 1would love to sit down and
events just isn't enough. All talk with another black
clubs and organizations teacherbutthere aren't any."
should unite and do some- Carr noted that he
thing for Black History doesn't blame one person,
Month. The college com- he blames the administra-
munity shouldn't rely on tion because they have the
MAC to always do something power.
for BlackHistoryMonth. The "The administration
whole month should be one wants the school to look
of educating the campus. good, but sooner or later the
Black History educates the substance has to be there."
majority of the minority:' Carrusedtobe involved
SalazarWantseveryone with school activities in-
on campus to unite for fu- eluding MAC, but not any-
ture Black History Months. more. "I withdrew because
She wants the clubs to get people are full of shit. They
together and deCide what tell you the schoolls racially
each club is gOing to do. diverse, but it is not. I've
According to Haskell and enjoyed the students here
Salazar, the goals of MAC but 1don't like the adminis-
are to infonn the majority of tration because they don't
the minority and create a respect black people."
more diverse campus by at-Carr noted that haVing
tracting more minority stu- more blacks on campus
dents. Also, somewhere in starts with integrity. He
the future. MAC would like noted that someone has to
to see a Minority Advisor. take the initiative to recruit
BenjaminCarr, the only blacks and it has to start at
black faculty member out of the top. Carr doesn't see any
approximately 110 full time improvement of Black His-
and 215 part time said, "Hell tory Month at RWC. He
no. RWC didn't do enough knows the month will be
for Black History Month. On there. However, how it will
the same note, there aren't be observed is anotherstory.
many black students here Referring again to the
because RWC is not inter- spending of money on signs
ested in black students. and shrubbery, Carr said,
Money is spent on tables, "Beauty is only skin deep,
signsandshrubberywhenit ugliness goes to the bone."
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one month out of the whole
year? Why not all the time?
It still continues. Martin
LutherKing still doesn't have
a holiday in Arizona."
Owens continued to
point out that the school can
do more to bring in more
black students. Lowering
the tuition and setting aside
scholarships are a few ideas
Owens had.
Freshman George Gar-
dener said, "Black History
shouldn't be remembered in
one month but the whole
year."
Karen Haskell, Dean of
Students and Director of
Minority Affairs Committee
(MAC), said, "The effort and
quality was there, but no, 1
don't thinkRWC did enough.
There could have been more
speakers and films. Classes
could have also set aside a
day to talk about it. It is also
unfortunate that we need a
special month to remember
the black commuility."
Haskell also talked
about how diversity is a
problem at RWC. She went
on to say, "College is sup-
posed to teach about diver-
sity to prepare you for the
outSideworld, butthere isn't
much here."
"When new black stu-
dents do come to RWC it is
hard for them to feel com-
fortable. After a while, they
become too uncomfortable
and they leave.
Candy Salazar, a board
member of MAC and Direc-
tor of the Minority Mentor
a bulletin board about civil
rights and important dates
in BlackHistory. Tags about
prominent black people and
their autobiographywere put
on dormroom doors.
The flats inAlmeida had
a shOWing of Spike Lee's
JW1gle Fever. According to
Rendine, there was contro-
versy over Jungle Fever at
various Major Videos in
Rhode Island. White
supremist groups called
Major Video and said there
would be trouble if Jungle
Fever was put on the shelf.
So far nothinghashappened.
The RAs on campus
showed movies geared to-
ward blacks. Such movies
were Boyz in the Hood, and
Mississippi Burning. A dis-
cussionfollowed the movies.
ShOWing movies and
having discussionmay seem
fine, but for some people it
just wasn't enough.
Sophomore MarkGafur
responded about Black His-
tory Monthbysaying, 'There
should have been more pro-
grams. People only did
something because they
thought they had to. It is
also upsetting to me that
you cancount the number of
blackpeople at RWC onyour
fingers."
Another sophomore,
Quantella Owens, said, "Do
1thinkthe school did enough
for BlackHistoryMonth? No,
1don't think so. First of all,
why is the general public
asked to pay attention to the
continuing racial struggle
IONs
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Some students an~ faculty critical of
RWe's Black History Month coverage
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By Wayne Shulman
Staff Writer
Black History Month
passed us by once again. It
was hard to miss all of the
T.V. specials and advertise-
ments about the experiences
and Viewpoints of Afro-
Americanspast and present.
RWC knew it was Black
History Month and deciding
how to obsexve it was a de-
cision for many. Hall direc-
tors had to decide what to do
for their donn. Residental
Assistants had to deCide on
the right thing to do for their
unit. The Student Network
showed a few movies for
Black History Month and
they also had "The Meeting,"
a mock conversation be-
tween Martin Luther King
and Malcom X.
Alex Dardinski, the RA
at Nike said, "I took the pas-
sive approach toward Black
History Month."
Dardinski put a lot of
memorabilia on· the walls
about Martin Luther King
andMalcomX He also plans
to have a few more programs
have speakers from Student
Life.
At Almeida, Hall Direc-
tor Katie Rendine showed
Michael Jackson's "Black or
White" video because it
bringS out several issues.
One issue is the title: does it
really matter ifyou're black
or white? The other issue is
society itself: is society still
prejudiced toward black or
white? Rendine also put up
------~--~- ----
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The w~ork of Paul Rudolph on display in Architecture exhibit
his architecture. Although
all may not agree with the
expression ofhtsphilosophy.
Rudolph is steadfast in his
attempts to create meaning-
ful and appropriate archi-
tectural space.
According to Saksena.
"Paul Rudolph is one of the
greatest architects of the
20th century whose accom-
plishmentsareimmense. He
I'A11'ri1l·11 on with a clarity
Photo by Sara Endriss
This is just one of the drawings by Paul Rudolph that
is on display at the School of Architecture building
cal environment."
The combination ofthe
exhibit and the lecture al-
lows for an in-depth look
into the architectural pro-
cess. The sketches and
diagrams in the gallery give
greater meaning to the solu-
tions pre~nted in the ink
drawings lintng the central
hall of the architecture
building. while the lecture
gave insights into the
t
Through his lecture.
"Architectural Space." given
in conjunction with the lec-
ture, Rudolph gave insight!?:
into how he approaches the.
creation of what he deems
"an appropriate psychologi-
cal impact." He said, "Ar-
chitecture ts a highly emo-
tional affair. The character-
istics of the building deter-
mine the emotional re-
sponse."
Referencing the great-
est architects of the 20th
century. including Frank
Lloyd Wright and Miles van
der Rohe. and his ownwork.
Rudolph presented his ideas
on architectural space.
Throu.gh diagrams and pic-
turesRudolph addressed the
issues surrounding the
movement ofspace as in the
central plaza at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts.
Dartmouth.
Rudolph also discussed
the definition of intimate
spaces and their relation-
ship to larger spaces. and
the extension of the interior
the architect's designwill not
be truly known until it ts
built. and even then its
meaning will vary for indi-
viduals and will also vary
with the passage of time."
Rudolph said.
often capture the essence of
the project for Rudolph. and
often bear an bnage strik-
ingly s1milar to the finished
works.
"When one compares
themto the buildings...these
tiny drawings appear as the
DNA molecules of the fin-
ished work." writes Michael
J. Crosbie. senior editor of
Architecture magazine. in
the School of Architecture's
pamphlet introducing the
exhibit.
Rudolph's perspective
presentation draWings are
also present. adding to the
power of the exhibit. These
pen and ink drawings are.
according to Rudolph, the
tools used to sell the build-
ing to the client. Through
these draWings Rudolph
communicates his ideas
about light. volume and
space.
"Rudolph's ability to
convey space and light into
the drawing is phenomenal."
said Saksena. "That is what
good architectural drawings
are or should be about: ne
adds. alluding to the impor-
tant educaUonalmodel these
drawings are for aspiring
architects.
Although Rudolph be-
lieves these drawings are
important in conveying his
By Joe Baruffaldl
Staff Writer
Through the personal
collaborationofRaj Saksena,
Dean of the School of Ar-
chitecture and Paul
Rudolph. draWings were
hand picked so that the
stages of the design process
could be clearly seen. These
drawings include some of
Rudolph's earliest sketches.
exhibited for the first time.
and Rudolph's famous ink
presentation drawings.
Many of these early
sketches were drawn when
inspiration struck and
therefore are presented on
interesting mediums. in-
cluding airline tickets. hotel
S1milar to the recent
exhibits in the School ofAr-
chitecture, Paul Rudolph's
"DrawingsToward Architec-
ture" focuses on the process
of architectural draWing
leading to the finished de-
sign.
As in the past. this ex-
hibit presents an inside look
at the development of a de-
sign. Many of Rudolph's
current designs are followed
from their conception as
sketchesand traced through
maturity to the final pre-
sentation drawings.
note pads that Rudolph al- comes from experiencing scape. "Architects must use This combination al- principles without caring
ways carries. architecture in built form. architectural'space to make lows for the comp~r1son of what is popular or fashion-
These small sketches -ntepsychologlcalimpactof an appropriate psychologi- Rudolph's philosophy with able."
National Nutritional Awareness Month comes to RWC
253-3180
FRESH BREADS:
dUring the semester. you
can contact either Cassela
at ext. 3399 or Donna
Darmody at ext. 3413 for
nutrition counseling.
BRISTOL
SOUPS.AND SANDWICHES
"THAI" STIR-FRY POCKETS
TUNA MELTS
SEAFOOD MELTS
PESTOPIZZA
PASTA SALAD
ETC., ETC., ETC.
FRENCH BAOUETIES
MULTI-GRAIN MINI- BAOUETIt::S
PUMPERNICKEURYE
SOURDOUGH
OVER 50
DIFFERENT
VARIETIES
576 METACOM AVE
'WHOLE" NAruRAL FOODS
FOODS
GRANOLA'S
RAISINS
LEGUMES
PASTAS
RICES
TEMPEH
TOFU PRODUCTS
they have a complaint. make
it known."
Ifyou have more ques-
tions about eating right dur-
ing the month or at any time
WHOLE BEAN COFFEES
okay and is pretty ftlling".
While the snack bar
isn't doing anything specific
to promote nutritionmonth.
the cafeteria has a program
set up to promote healthier
eating habits throughout the
month. Among the activities
planned are a movie, "Nu-
trition and the Busy Life." to
be shown March18. and tn-
fonnational tables set up in
the union.
Despite their _efforts.
some students still have
reservations when it comes
to eating in the cafeteria.
"They should offer a wider
selection offoods, especially
at breakfast. You can only
eat so many eggs before you
start to go crazy," says fresh-
man Bridgette Cuny. 'Those
no cholesterol eggs in the
snack bar taste like card-
board."
"Unfortunately, stu-
dents don't take advantage
of the fact that they can re-
quest any item they want. If
it's feasible. we'll get it," said
Hilary Casella. nutritionist
at RWC. "The selection· ts
there. It's up to the students
to make a good orbad choice
in their eating style. We're
also seeing a lot more people
take advantage of the Bay
Room. which pleases us. We
enjoy being critiqued and
hope people realize that if
the peanut butter-orange
crackers selection to know
what I'mtalking about. Pizza
deliveries also make up a
large portion of students di-
ets, but you can only eat so
much pizza. Aside from
bUying food yourself. this
leaves the cafeteria and the
snack bar as the two popu-
lar spots for eating on cam-
pus.
According to Jim Rice,
a -fifth year architecture
student who often eats at
the snack bar. "Nutrition
isn't the most important
thing to me right now. 1 try
andwatchwhat1eat. but it's
hard living on campus. If 1
lived off campus it would be
another story." This seems
to be the opinion of many
students at RWC.
"We basically cater to
what the students want,"
explained Jean Pendell, a
worker at the snack bar. "I
don't think anyone will try
and tell you that we're not
serving a lot offast food here.
It's greasyby nature, but the
kids seem to Uke it." Some
students agree. Adam
Sullens. a sophomore who
commutes. doesn't mind the
"fastfood" atmosphere ofthe
snack bar. "It's really not
that bad. I'm sure there's
food out there that's
healthier. butthtsfoodtastes
. By Sean Lewis
Associate Editor
March is upon us once
again. Considered by many
to be the traditional month
that signals winter's transi-
tion into spring. it's also a
time to start putting away
your heavy sweaters and
looking forward to outdoor
classes.
Chances are that if
you've glanced at any of the
bulletin boards around
campus you've seen the fly-
ersandknowthat thtsmonth
also has the prtvledge of
being dubbed "National Nu-
trition Month."
On the top of these fly-
ers is the first thing that
catches the eye: "ROGER
'WILLIAMS COLLEGE CEL-
EBRATES NATIONAL NU-
1RIIlONMONIH." Formany
students at RWC. however.
nutrition ts at the bottom of
their lists of reasons to cel-
ebrate. Even ifstudentswere
to "celebrate." chances are
that "nutritional" would not
be one of the words used to
describe it.
Basically. students on
campus have five di1Ierent
outlets to get their nutrition.
The first option is to use the
vending machines. which
aren't overly healthy. One
has to look nO further than
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Fraternity faces brick wall in push for college recognition
By 'Mike DILorenzo
Staff Writer
Thoughts of Delta Tau
Chi. "AnimalHouse's" fabled
fraternity. have surfaced as
a planning committeeof ad-
ministrators. faculty and
students ,deliberated over
whether .RWC will house a
Greek system.
"DeltaHouse," as itwas
called in the movie. shed new
light on fraternity life as it
portrayed its members as
beer-swilling. women-chas-
ing. class-failingyoung men.
Now. some 15 years af-
ter the movie's release. it's
images may be scaring
schools brass into delaying
a full embracement of a
Greek system.
Tau EpsilonPhi. RWC's
own fraternity. has been
working for recognition by
the college for several years.
The only thing that has been
acknowledged is the frat's
interest in full fledged mem-
bership into some form of
system.
Dean Karen Haskell
conceded that .....a good
fraternity can be an asset,"
but voiced concern over
whether the components for
a "good fraternity" currently
exist. Among the factors
Haskell listed were student
fees for such an institution.
possible emphasis (or lack
thereof) on academics. and
whether or not a Greek sys-
tem would serve to greater
unify the student body or to
dissect it. "
Hask~ll cited lack of
student interest and con-
clusions drawn by the plan-
ning committee as chiefrea-
sons for her apprehensions.
Of the 11 member commit-
tee. 10 voted that either a
Greek system did not fur-
ther college life or that a
model fraternity would bet-
ter serve their judgement.
Only one said that a Greek
system would definetly en-
hance the college expenence.
Mike Russo. a chief
proponent ofa Greek system
and a member of Tau Epsi-
lo~ Phi. said he proposed
such a model to the commit-
tee. MI gave a logical pro-
posal.MRusso said. MOur
fraternity would be ac-
knowledged at a frat model
and other groups desiring
entry into a Greek system
would adhere to a trial pe-
riod to make sure they can
keep their noses clean."
After citing TEP's Mtra-
ditionofcommunityservice,"
Russo said he was "at a
loss...there·s no reason why
they shouldn't want to [ac-
ceptTEP at the charterGreek
,system member)."
Russo claims interest
is strong. However. Haskell
cited a forum that was held
to discuss the interest in
Greek life in which all were
welcome; MForty people
came. Thirty-nine were ei-
ther from TEP or they were
females interested in start-
ing a sorority." Haskell said.
Haskell noted an indifferent
attitude by the student body
tow~dsthe prospectivesys-
tern.
While housing is also a
concern. Russo noted that
the brotllers of TEP wanted
a unit in Dorm III to them-
selves. As for the upkeep of
the unit, Russo M, ..offers that
the unit would be better off.
There will be peer pressure
from the brothers for every-
one to be generally neat and
in control." He also hoped
that Bryant College could
serve as a model system to
RWC. citing the relations
between houses there as
commendable.
Though Russo feels that
attitudes towards fraternities
are changing for the better.
Haskell cited her experience
with Greek life to support
the contrary. Haskell noted
an unspecified campusof 10
fraternitiesinwhich twowere
worthy of existence while
eight were either non-con-
tributors or detrimental.
It appears for now that
TEP's push for a Greek sys-
tem has been put on MDouble
Secret Probation."
Budget problems plague RWC's 'literary magazine
Pnoou:.'S ,.
Kod8k
to lookoutfor over 45 clubs.
andmake sure allget proper
funding." He also said. "Last·
year. we just did not have
the money to give out."
Malewicki added. "Al-
debaran is one of the long-
est running student
orginizations at RWC."
The Spring issue, so
far is up in the air. As far as
the future of the Aldebaran
is concerened. Malewick1
said. ''When the magazine
suffers because of a lack of
funding. RWC's image and
reputation suffers along
with our readers."
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expires March 16'.
sorry I no disks
ation."
O'Connell. when asked
how he helped Aldebaran,
said. "Debbie came to me
after seeing the budget com-
mittee. and I agreed to pay
additional expenses for one
issue." When asked where
he got the money. he said, MIt
comes out of my own bud-
get, not StudentActivites Fee
money. It's a discretionary
fund. I've helped many
orgtnizations this way."
Comella. for his part.
said. "As treasurer. I have to
make sure that clubs that
the students are interested
in receive more funds. Ihave
Full Darkroom Supply Headquarters
Hour Film
~ Developing
open Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 sat. 9-4
Photo World 433 Hope St. 253-2248
Old Photos Copied, Laminated, Videb
Transfers, Passport Photos, Full Line of Cam-
eras, Film & Accessories, Alb'ums,
Frames, Fax Service.
me. as treasurer. with noth-
ing for other clubs." He
mentioned a plan to align
the Aldebaran with the En-
glish department. He felt
that Malewicki "wasn't too
pleased" with the idea.
Malewicki. when asked
about this plan. said. "I know
nothing about it." She added
that Aldebaran is a creative
writing project, not an En-
glish department function at
all. In her attempt to secure
more funding'. she spoke to
William O'Connell. director
ofAuxiliaryAffairs. She said.
"B111 O'Connell's been very
helpful with the whole situ-
r • •••••••••, Clip this coupon
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lack of funding that Aldeba-
ran is unable to publish a
spring issue this year and
that we have had so much
difficulty pufting together a
spring issue."
She also states that she
has had a problem with her
Student Senate representa-
tion. MMy Senate repre-
sentative retired. and Ididn't
even know. The first time I
learned the club did not have
Student Senate representa-
tion was at the day of the
(budget) meeting."
Tom Comella. Senate
Treasurer. said. MEveryone
was cut lastyear. due to over
spending.MHe also said. "We
(the budget commitee) re-
viewed her budget, but we
did not have the $3.500 she
maintained as a miniIpum.
To give ner that would leave
Wash • Wax • Vac $35
Complete Interior $35
;Fireglaze Sealant reg.~$50
~aIlQ:,ef!~r.~~:"",
'~'Ic'~li'bur Remote System, ...$259 \f\'~~:
t..:c'alibur Passive System, .. , , $99 \f\'\.~~
c. I" . I d k $99 ~\~
'- :::a lOur HOO Loc s .. , . . . . . \(\'
;'j(suit Aiarms 9144 Remote . $299\(\,\~\-.eo
.~rz,--~~-Sunroofs starnngat $189\(\,~wP
Majestic Stereo $59
AmlFm Cassette starting at .
~P~:t:rRemote NOW$259
Radar Detector reg. $299 installed
Oia/247-BUFF '
• "Official AM' Security SystBma Service Center •
378 Metacom Avenue • Warren
Custom
Car Care Center
By Matt Rossi
Staff Writer
Aldebaran. RWC's re-
spected literary magazine.
has a problem. This year.
their 20th on campus. they
are facing a budgeting crisis.
Namely. they believe they
have not been allocated
enough funds bythe Student
Senate to publish even one
issue. never mind their
customary two.
Debbie Malewicki, edi-
tor ofAldebaran. said. "They
(the Student Senate) don't
care." She said that last
year.Aldebaran submitted a
budget of $4700. and re-
ceived $971. This was later
reduced to $782. The mini-
'mum cost to publish one
issue is $1200. according to
MaleWicki. "It's because of
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deliCious food could be com-
pared with that ofmyfamily.
Thank you,
''!lMi Jlt,~
Neil Nachbar
Managing Editor
Beyond any words of
gratitude I enjoyed the ad-
vise. company and help of
David Melchar and his fam-
ily who hosted me and my
Wife throughout my stay in
stories that directlyaffect the
students. We feel, although
adn$listrationmaynot. that
the students have the light
to know if their mail is in
jeopardy or a commence-
ment speaker has been
chosen for them.
As always. we appreCi-
ate the input and support of
our readers.' I encourage
anyone to get involved in
their college community by
writing a letter to the editor
or calling the office (x3229)
in response to somethingyou
may have seen, read or
heard.~MesseIlier is an
opportunity to relay a mes-
sage to your fellow students
or administration.
Sincerely.
Matthew W. Sember
-der" the catalogumgwithout
further delay.
What's the deal with
that "feasibility" study Mr.
Santoro was the head of?
How convenient was it that
he gets to be the dean and
vice president of the law
school? I don't believe it is
responsible of Mr. Sicuro to
try to establish a law school
with accreditation while the
Engineering ScooI. an es-
tablished operation, still
lacks accreditation.
Well. myfouryears here
are mercifully almost up. I
pose this challenge to the
classes of '93. '94, and '95.
that is to express your
opinions in this forum. For
you cannot be heard unless
you raise your voice.
been nice had that money
gone to the hiring ofanother
cataloger.
Apparently this school
has money to mindlessly
spend. Did you notice the
little people counter just
before you go through the
tumstyle in the library? Not
that itmayhave cost a whole
lot. but do we really need it?
I think not. And still. the
Administration Building is
planning to be remodeled.
Don't let anyone tell you dif-
ferently. this school obVi-
ously has money to throw
around. or is acting irre-
sponsibly as though it does'.
I assume President
Sicuro believes beautyisonly
skin deep. The library looks
great. but the- shelves are
pathetically vacant. I pose
the challenge to you Mr.
Sicuro to fulfill your obliga-
tion to the students and "or-
the help and support they
extended to me. Ican hardly
find appropriate words to
express my deep feelings as
an instructor after having
experienced overwhelming
response from my students.
This is something any
teacherwould like ultimately
From Russia with love
To the EdItor:
The Messenger letters polley
To the EdItor:
All letters must be submitted by next Tuesday. Any letters turned in late mayor may
not be printed. depending on space limitations. All letters should be typed. double-
spaced. and not handwritten. Any letter exceeding 400 words may be subject to
editing. Letters sent from offcampus should be addressed to: The Messenger. Roger
W1ll1ams College. Bristol. RI. 02809. Our phone number is (401)254-3229.
By now you all know
how vacant the new $8 mil-
lion library is. But did you
know that it is only halfpaid
for. With empty shelves it is
to my disgust that stocking
those shelves isn't as much
of a priority than some other
Mbeautification" items. You
also are aware that President
Sicuro "ordered" the erection
of 17 signs, at a total cost of
$19.000. Was the job too
much for Physical Plant to
handle? And what happens
when a benefactor donates
enough money for a dorm to
be named after him/her?
There goes the $1.100 for
that stgnand another$1.100
for a new one. Perhaps Chris
Zammarelli is right: the
Student Senate should plan
the invasionofURI. theyhave
all the books. It would have
I would like to convey
my great appreciation of
hospitality. warmth and
kindness displayed to me by
the college community dur-
~ my stay at RWC.
It has been an honor
I hope everyone is hav- most talented and depend-
ing a productive semester so able staff members.
far. I'msureyou were caught ~MesseDier's edito-
up in the Olympic bobsled rial board recently part1ci-
competition, but now that pated in a newspaper con-
the Games are over you're ference at the University of
probably anxious to resume New Hampshire. We found
your studies. that although other news-
As you have witnessed, papers have a staff and
~ MeSsen2er has made' budget far exceeding ours,
several changes. This has ~ l:ht Messenaer compared
been a "deliberate attempt tOl ' favorably.
make the newspaper more' This is a compliment to
visually appealing and en- D:lt MesseDier's hard work-
joyable to read. I hope you ing staff. Many of the stiff
have especially enjoyed our members are involved in
new comics page, "The other activities and still
Refridgeiator;" designed by maintain high grades. I ap-
Chris zammarell1. . preciate their commitment
Th:e latestchange in the and support. I say this not
newspaper is the promotion as an opportunity to boast.
of Sean Lewis from staff but to give them much-de-
writer to associate editor. served recognition.
Sean has been on ~ In this issue. as in pre-
Mess~erfortwoyearsand vious and future issues, we
has developed into one ofthe have tackled some serious
~
Things that make me go hmm...
~ A letter from the Editor~
illi~~~iili~-~~rt~'''~~~It''~~''.~w~u. ~e""ollJex!'!l-".~~IiIIiIi.-.\!I'h:~~:~~..~,.~"":;::::~~
press my gratitude to the Truly yours,
cafeteria staffand personnel.
Theirway oftreatingme with Alexander Portnyagin
The Messenger
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Reader calls Messenger columnist
"ignorant" to environmental issues
Peter Hanney
Secretary
Environmental Action Club
Sincerely,
"newest proJect," the Envi-
ronmental Engineering Pro-
gram is a positive approach
to the planet's overwhelrii-
ing environmental and eco-
nomic problems. Environ-
mental laws are constantly
changing, and there is a se-
rious shortage of qualified
engineering graduates. Ac-
cording to the Association of
Environmental Engineering
Professors, "only 10 percent
of graduates end up with a
substantial environmental
specialty." As for RWC be-
coming the "latest useful
idiot ofthe environmentalist
left,"it isclear tome that one
would have to be useless to
make such anidiotic remark.
RWC Surf Club
Surf's Up,
cartoon's down
Sincerely,
Peace,
To the EdItor:
-O'Connell's approval. LQ.ok- AsstgnSenators to trrespon-
ing for a not-to-be-found isble clubs, ifyou will. Oth-
Senator takes weeks. Why erwtse.lffundsareapproved
this roadbloack for an al- and given. let them be
ready-approved budget available.
item?
Accountability in the
handling of student fee James Pauly. Treasurer
money is essential, but re- Lois Westerlund,
~ponsibleclubs who respect Faculty Advisor
the budget process should Christian Fellowship
ge trusted with their funds.
money). By using Dr. Paul
Erlich's stand on population
to attack the "environmen-
talist left,"Darby is going for
the extremes to show that
environmentalists are too
radical. Keep in mind,
Eirich's idea is from 23 years
ago.
What's wrong with
raising the price ofgasoline?
In Europe, gas costs $3 and
higher, steering more people
into mass-transit, bicycling
and walking. What our
country needs -is environ-
mental engineers who can
designmass-transit systems
to fit our needs. The auto-
mobile in America has be-
come a deadlyaddiction, and
the addiction can be cured,
but only if people come to
their senses and see the
damage the automobile has
caused.
As for our school's
In the last issue ofThe Messenger, there was a cartoon
picture of a surfer in a shower. A shower? We don't get it.
What is being implied here? Is it implied that there is no
such thing as surfing in Rhode Island? Rhode Island is the
, "Ocean State." Some of the best surf in the east is 20
minutes from RWC. Waves that are triple over head on~
good day. A story about the Surf Club in The Messenger
would be a good idea. It does exist, and we are proud. Run
a story, so we can tell you what we are all about.
Thank you for good re-
porting of the controversial
new policy of appointing
Senator club advisors. The
most troublesome feature of
the new policy is not men-
tioned: the requirement that
Senate advisors sign each
check requisition. Check
requisites alreadyrequire the
Faculty Advisor's and Bill
To the EdItor:
~ Club angered over Senate's @
handling of check requisitions
To the EdItor:
.William Darby's article,
"Abolish the Environmental
Engineering Program (2/18/
92)," proves that ignorance
still runs rampant through-
out the college community.
ObViously, Darby is not
neutral to the environmen-
ta1' issues that surround us
daily, but anti-environment,
which spells out "tgnorant"
in my book.
Taking published re-
ports from Carand Driveron
the effects of alternative fu-
els is like getting an opinion
on gun-control from~
and Ammo magazine. In
order to get an accurate,
unbiased report, Darby
should have consulted with
Consumer Reports, or the
Environmental Protection
Agency (yes, a government
agency that costs tax payers
,----- --- ---
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Candidates In Review: Freedom not found by the conservative side
By William B. Darby
Staff Writer
Presidentialcampaigns
today ,certainly v have
changed. From a war of
ideas sprung a contest be-
tween six or sev.en people
with little different among
them. The last real presi-
dential candidate was ~arry
Goldwater, whowasn't afraid
to challenge anyone or any-
thing, and who had sub-
stance, to the extent that it
is defined in a campaign as
having strong convictions.
This year's candidates have
all the backbone of a snake,
and much of the latter's be-
havior as well.
Republicans
Pat Buchanan: Bu-
chanan makes the most
sense of any of the pack.
Unfortunately, he supports
the death penalty, and for
that, he loses the official
Events in Review endorse-
ment. He wants to pull all
U.S. troops out of Europe
over a two-year period. This
is a darngood idea. r~quite
tired ofspendingmoney and
spilling blood defending
countries like France that
won't even let us use their
airspace, orGennany, which
is IlOW home to 300,000 So-
viet troops that are suppos-
edly leaving in about another
four years. I wonder if it'll
occur to the Germans that
theyare effectivelyoccupied.
Oh, well, we can try.
Buchanan opposes abortion
andnationalhealthcare. He
also supports a cut in the
capitalgains tax, savings and
income taxes.
George Bush: Bush
supports death penalty and
supposedly opposes abor-
tion. However, he supported
abortion until 1980when he
first ran for President as a
republican, knOWing he
couldn'tget onthe ticketwith
a pro-choice stance. Flip.
Flop. The president wants
to leave us defenseless by
eliminating all land-based
multiple-warhead ballistic
missiles. Additionally, let us
take a look at the Bush
record, so, I hope, you won't
vote for this man. He did
,nothing to stop the
Tiannemen Square massa-
cre in1989, which Iwatched,
in horror, live. He didn't
help any of the Baltic states
which wanted to leave the
Soviet Union last year. He
raised taxes after promising
he wouldn't.
Democrats for a period of time or with 2
PaulTsongas:Tsongas years of public service.,
supports the death penalty Clinton wants to increase
for drug trafficking and other taxes on the rich instead ofa
crimes. In Webster's dictio- fair, across-the-boardtaxcuL
nary, under MExtremism" it for everyone.
should say Msee Paul Jerry Brown: Brown
Tsongas." It troubles me wants the federal govern-
deeply that a presidential ment to take over 'the health
candidate thinks it's OK to care industry by bUying all
kill people as pUnishment coverage. He opposes the
for any crime. It should be _', death penalty but supports
no surprise that he also (. abortion. Brown wants to
supports abortion. On, combine the Social Security
health care, he wants more tax with the income tax, as if
federal involvement, mean-income tax at over30percent
ing more money spent and is not too much already. As
more bureaucracy, meaning the old saying goes, MNobody
life gets tougher for all of us. can spend like a Democrat."
Tsongas refers to his sup- Tom Harldn: Harkin
porters as Moo.economic pa- opposes the death penalty
triotsoo.". butsupportsabortion. He'd
BlII c.linton: Clinton's cut defense 50 percent in
campaign'brochure says on the next ten years. Harkin'
the front MSomeone does have was a principal sponsor of
a plan." Apparently this last year's Americans with
strategy to improve America DisabilitiesAct. Among that
includes killing some of us, law's provisions is one that
since he supports abortion prohibits 'employers from
and the-death penalty. Ad- denying jobs in food service
ditionally, he wants to in- to people infectedwithAIDS.
crease government control What great brilliance lieth
over individuals' lives by ahead? Stay tuned.
creating a national service Bob Kerrey: Kerrey
program tied to federal col- would increase taxes on the
lege aid where students top one percent of wage
would pay it back with a earners, which would de-
percentage of their income stroy our economic system
by eliminating incentive to
earn high wages. He sup-
ports the death penalty un-
der some circumstances and
supports abortion. He'd cut .
defense spending by 30 to
40 percent over the coming ,
10years. There seems to be
a couple of good ideas in his
program. He wants to cut
the number of cabinet de-
partments in half and re-
duce Congressional com-
mittees by 75 percent. He
wants to reduce Congres-
sional staff by 30 percent.
Way to go. Bob! Now fix the
other 95 percent of your
platform and we'll be all set.
In history, if anything,
Bush will be remembered in
history as two people. Flip
and Flop, not as someone
interested in the plight ofthe
common person. The com-
mon person is my hero. He
or she is the one who every
year must pay ever-in-
creasing taxes and have his
land use restricted by envi-
ronmental regulations, on
top of earning a living and
raising a family. Life isn't
fair, but it could be fairer.
When we take an interest in
that, we will have a good
field.
Candidates In Review: The Iiberall;~~""~:;,-=1i .....~~e~~Presidency
that iSsue.
Thevotersand the press
look at the New Hampshire
primary for possible leading
contenders. These candi-
dates are Tsongas and
Clinton. It is hard to say
which one w1ll make it.
Clintonmust regain support
from his scandals and get
back to the real issues.
Tsongas, on the other hand,
must defeat his regionaUstlc
title.
Bush should take a
hard look at his Measy'Win"
he assumed to achieve in
N.H. Over 4000 registered
republicans wrote in votes
for democrats like Tsongas,
Clinton and Cuomo, If this
is not startling, I don't know
what is! Bush will get the
republican nomination after
battling Buchanan's sym-
bolic attempt for presidency.
Guessing at whether the
democrats can unseat Bush
is hard. As it looks right
now, they have a good
chance, but the life of a poli-
tician canchange over night.
OnlyNovember's electionwill
tell.
Being called a regional can-
didate will be Tsongas's
biggest difficulty. Unlike
most ofhis fellow colleagues
running for the Democratic
nomination, Tsongas does
not stoop to the level of
bashing fellow candidates.
After watching a few of his
speeches and debates I was
impressed not only with
ideas, but his ability to not
spit out a qUick answer, but
thinkaboutthe questionand
answer it to his fullest abil-
ity.
GovemorBlII Clinton:
The word preacher comes to
my mind first when I think
about Clinton. After listing
to his speeches, Clinton
comes across as a candidate
who has lots of drive and
determination combined
with an upbeat tone. I found
myseff asking what is wrong
with this guy because he
,presents himseff so well?
Clinton has some very
good ideas like research and
development programs. Plus
a concrete college loan pro-
gram that overshadows any
other candidates idea with
JOE'S BARBER SHOP
,,
Itwill be solving these issues Kerrey as a major democratic
that w1ll prove America contender who could sneak
strongwhile moving into the up to Tsongas and Clinton.
next century. Working on a platform of
Pat Buchanan: national. health care while
Buchanan's campaign is intern redUCing the size of
filling the void felt by some the government and the de-
Republicans by advocating fense budget, Kerrey has
strong domestic leadership. some good basic ideas that
In the short term this might should n~t be overlooked.
begoodbystrengtbening our After receiving only 13 per-
economy and bringing home cent of the democratic vote
some of our wasted foreign in New 'Hampshire, Kerrey
aid. But if Buchanan made will have to work really hard
the Presidency some of his to prove h1mseff in the re-
conseIVative ideas would maining 47 primaries.
bring America backwards Governor Jerry
instead of forwards. Beside Brown: Brown has come up
being anti-choice Buchanan with a noble idea of ~ak1ng
has no plans for all of the backAmerica". This involves
other problems that plague a campaign run by the
America. The voters also people, where he is only
need to know about some of accepting contributions of
his homophobic and anti- $100 from each person.
semitic remarks that he has Unfortunately Brown does
said in the past. not have any chance ofbeing
Democrats elected, because in the age
senator Tom Harldn: ofmedia based campaigns it
Harkin is looking for a new takes a lot of money to run
America. He has plans for a ' forthe Presidency. Although
Mnew New Deal" to tum this I applaud his idea, it has
country around. I agree come a little to late or little
with a lot of Harkin's ideas. too soon.
But on aspect of his cam- senatorPaul Tsongas:
paignreallybothersme. That
is hisconstantangertowards
everyone especially his
running mates and the
President. I'm not saying
they are not to blame, but I
think the public likes a can-
didate with rage and deter-
mination, but not to the ex-
tent that Harkin portrays.
senator Bob Kerrey:
Not doing well in New Hamp-
shire should not exclude
By Markus Josephson
COntributing Writer
The race is on. Who
can muster up enough
strength and endurance to
win the presidency? The
political campaign could
have been sununed up by
Hobbesasnasty, brutish and
short. The primaries come
up one right after another,
providing a test for all the
candidates, where only the
strong will survive.
This year there are two
republican and five demo-
craticcandidates, all seeking
public recognition and re-
spect, not to mention our
votes. As a registered voter I
feel the need to learnasmuch
as I can about each one of
these candidates so I can in
tummake a responsiblevote
for the candidate that best
represents my beliefs and
ideas.
Repub'licans
President George
BUsh: I feel that incumbent
President Bush will need to
prove himself worthy for
another term. Bush would
havemade a betterSecretary
ofState than a President. He
hasprovenh1mseffasa world
diplomat by preserving U.S:
interests abroad. Unfortu-
nately he has forgotten his
domestic obligations. We
need a leader who can solve
today's domestic problems
like AIDS, environmental
devastation, inadequate
health care, and education,
not to mention oureconomy.
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Lunchtime: Whatever happened to Barry Goldwater, anyway?
Republicans
George Bash: Bush is
the current president. He is
known for what college stu-
By Chris lammarelll
Champion Boxer
It's campaign time
again! This is the first elec-
tion that I get to vote in, and
I'm darned excited. Of
course, the hard part about
voting is decidingwho tovote
for. That iswhy I have taken
the liberty and justice for all
to write up a little info on
some of the candidates who
are running.
Right now, you are
probably saying, "Hey, I'm
not gonna pay a lot for this
ice cream bar!" But you are
also saying, "Hey, there are
already .two other candi-
date reviews in this paper'"
Well, as we at The Messen-
~ always say, "Bite the
puppy." I have no idea what
that means, and I apologize.
No, we always say, "Why
listen to liberals and con-
servatives when you can
listen to a total crackpot?"
So, thus, be that as it
may, with all that in mind, I
gtveyou ...
satan's MlnlODS
No, no, no, I give you ...
A note to readers ofI!:lt
Messe~er: In all honesty,
the time is now for y'all to
get out and vote. Ifyou are
not registered, register.
Believe it or not, your vote
mayjust make a difference,
especially in a field of can-
didates thatwould probably
bebetterotIworkingforMad
magazine rather than run-
ning for office. There are a
heck of a lot of candidates
out there, and I am positive
you can find one that is
right for you. For example,
I've voting for Joe Walsh.
Of course, there are
tons of other candidates for
president. but in the end,
my vote will probably go to
Dr. Mark Sawoski. He's ex-
perienced in fortegn rela-
tions' lives in the United
States (which ispretty much
all the qualificationyou need
to have a domestic plan) and
also is one of my professors
this year. I figure by voting
for him I can get an A in his
. class.
"kinder, stonier nation." He
plansonmakingPaulyShore
vice president. (It's too bad
DanQuayle isn't a Democrat.
He'd fit this bill perfectly.)
Brown also smells like teen
spirit.
BWCUnton: Clinton is
known as "the new John
Kennedy," or at least "the
new Ted Kennedy." Fortu-
nately for him, nobody has
the pictures to prove it. He
was one of the top contend-
ersto the presidential throne,
until his career began to go
into the cI"apper. (Get the
pun? Get the pun?)
PaulTsongas: Tsongas
is the current front-runner
in the Democratic race. He
has won several gold medals
in Olympic sWiImning. He is
also has bJg eyebrows and is
from Massachusetts. This
dynamic combination did so
well in 1988.
TomHarIdn: Farmboy.
Bob Kerrey: I like
Kerrey. I don't know his
political views, but he did do
an ad campaJgn involving
hockey, and I dig that.
Ul>ertarian
Andre Marrou: He
thinks, thereforehe is. That's
all I can say about a man
who lost to Ralph Nader in .
the NewHampshirePrimary.
And Nader isn't Libertarian,
or even running for presi-
dent.
dents call "power booting."
He demonstrated this inJa-
pan by nailing a foreign
dignitary from 40 feet. He is
also known for his domestic
policy. Nobody knows what
this domestic policy is, but
he promises that if we re-
elect him, he'll think about
telling us about it.
Pat Buchanan: Bu-
chananisbest-knownas the
personwho first played Bozo
the Clown onthe1Vseries of
the same name. He is a tad
conservative. For example,
he believes that ifyou com-
mit the foul crime of
breathing in his space, you
get the' death penalty. Of
course, BuchanandGeshave
his liberal side. He's in favor
of pulling troops out of for-
eJgn countries, rather than
simplythrowing up onthem.
David Duke: Duke is
also conservative. Heck, he
makes Buchanan look like a
Democrat. He's in favor of
making everyone in the
country have that Michael
Jackson skin-lightening op-
eration. He also is in favor of
a bill thatmakesgovernment
. more like Louisiana and
Thoae Nutty PoUtlcal Rhode Islandpolitics: agoofy
Candldates kind of corruption.
Democrats
Jerry Brown: Brown is
knowntomanyas"Governor
Moonbeam." He is infavor of
the United States being a
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Profile: Todd Rivard
Basketball and baseball co-captain Todd Rivard says his
5 foot 7 inch height has served as a source of inspiration.
The point guard has
great praises for the basket-
ball program. as well as his
coach, Dwight Datcher. Ac-
cording to Rivard. who has
had to maintain a part-time
job throughout his athletic
career. Datcher hasbeen ex-
tremely helpful. allowinghim
time out of weekend prac-
tices to work. Rivard also
praised Datcher, saying that
he brought the best out of
him as a player. "I think
that without Dwight, I
the Pawtucket Red ~ox field!
He takes car~ofthefield
as part ofhis job for the city,
and for the last four years,
he has spent his summers .
laying down lines. cutting
the grass and taking care of
the diamond, as well as fine-
tuning his own baseball
skills."1b.e job is great be-
cause Iget to watch the team
practice, talk to the players
and learn from them," he
Said.
Rivard looks back on
his four -years at RWC posi-
tively. He has enjoyed his
time here. He has made a lot
offriends. set -personal floals
em proven himself to be an
important part ofthe college
in many aspects.
Rivard says that he
simply enjoys being an ex-
ample for other people. "I
guess when you put your
mind and heart into some-
thing, you can do anything. "
Photo courtesy of the Athletic Dept.
Rivard said of his accom-
plished statistics in stolen
bases. "I don't really think
about it. I just steal them!"
If being qUick on the
field isn't enough, Rivard
shows his speed inside, on
the basketball court. His
coaches. teammates and
opponents have all com-
'mented' on his qUick ball
handling and aggreSSive;
play. j'
As a point guard, Rivard-
moves the ball up the court
with agility and speed. and if
there is a loose ball on the
floor, he is almost always
right there with it. Rivard
attributeshis aggressiveness
not to his speed, but rather
to his height. wouldn'tbe the kind ofplayer
"My small size is an I am today, in'both basket-
advantage, and since I'm the ball and baseball."
closest to the floor, I should Rivard has' words of
be the first one to get the praise for his baseball coach.
loose ball." As for his ag- AI DeSalvo. as well. DeSalvo
gressive play, Rivard simply has helped Rivard, who
says, "I'll do anything. I'll go . knows that a small school
tl\rough the wali. over the like RWC doesn't receive
chairs, into the bleachers. I much recognition for its
don't care.' I just want the baseball program. come a·
ball." few steps closer to achieving
his own personal goal.
Rivard has a great desire to
be drafted to play for a pro-
fessional team, and DeSalvo
has helped by writing let-
ters' making contacts and
getting scouts to see him
play. .
Inhis time out ofschool,
working for the city of
Pawtucket, Rivard has been
given a great experience.
During the year. Rivard
works on the grounds crew
for the city, and dUring the
summerRivard hits the field-
played a role in high school,
especially, said Rivard, in
baseball. "When I was little
and started to play well,
people would say. 'Ab. he's
too small. He won't go any-
where in high school.' And
once ·1 played well in high
school, people 'said it was
luck and I wouldn't play
competitively in college."
In fact, he proved them
all wrong by receiving a
scholarship to play baseball
at Stonehill College. The
scholarship fell through be-
cause oflack ofcommunica-
tion and funding at the col-
lege. Suddenly, Rivard found
himself ·schoolless. '
In July, however, just
before what would be the
beginning of his freshman
year. Rivard received a call
from Harry Smith, RWC's
baseball coach at the time.
"He told me he heard about
my problem, and asked me
to come to Roger Willliams'
for the year."
Fortunately for the
Hawks, Rivard did come, and
once he was here. he de-
Cided to stay. He started as
a center fielder in his fresh-
man year, and has occupied
the position ever since. Last
season, Rivard was named
to theAll-New England team
and was ranked ninth in the
. country in Division III for
stolen bases.
What Rivard lacks in
height, he makes up for in
speed. On the ballfield,
Rivard has demonstrated his
qUiclmess not only in stolen
bases, but also in his ag-
gressive play in center field.
By Terri Welch
Staff Writer
Its not the size of the
player that's important but
how he plays. However in
the case of. senior Todd
Rivard. a two sport athlete.
his size is important. In fact,
according to Rivard. who is
only 5 feet 7 inches tall. his
size has been a source of
inspiration. "It hasmademe
work harder to achieve my
goals." -he said.
Rivard. a business ad-
ministration major and fi-
nance minor, plays basket-
ball and baseball for the
Hawks and has been a very
important partofboth teams.
Rivard has played basket-
ball in his junior and senior
years and was selected as
co-captaininhis senioryear.
He has been a starter on the
baseball team since his
freshman year and has en-
joyed the honor of being co-
captain last season and for
the upcoming season.
He began to make his
mark in sports at Toman
High School in Pawtucket,
RI. He played basketball as
ajunior and senior and was
selected to the All-Division
all star team in both years.
Rivard was also on the cross
country and baseball teams
at Tolman for three years,
again making the All-Divi-
sion team in cross-country
as ajunior and theAll-State
baseball team as both a
junior and senior.
Just as his size has
played a role in his perfor-
mances at RWC, it also
Sailing team prepares to whisk into spring season
-'1
I,
Kings Point in early March
which includes sailing teams
from around the nation, and
the Southern Series at vari-
-ous colleges.
The most important re-
gatta. however, is the Din-
ghiesat the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy. If the team places
in one of the top four spots
they will be eligible for the
Nationals being held in
Charlston, S.C., in June.
The team practices
Tuesday through Fridayfrom
2:30 p.m. until dusk. The
first regatta will be held at
the Bristol Yacht Club on
March 14.
For more information
contact the Athletic Depart-
ment. The sailing team has
regular meetings every
Wednesday at 6p.m. in the
alumni roorii
his experience in Lasers and
lmowledge ofthe local Bristol
conditions at the yacht club
where the team practices.
He recently competed in the
Orange Bowl Regatta over
winter break. placing well in
the FlOrida waters.
Ryan is a Michigan na-
tive with the majority of his
sailing endeavors in Lasers
and National Fourteen. He
won the International Four-
teen North Americans in
Newport. R.I., this past
summerand hasbeen a great
new asset to the team.
The sailing team has
16 regattas this spring and
is working side by side with
the Athletic Department to
ensure a successful winning
season. - 1\vo important
spring regattas are an
Intersectional Regatta at
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veteran, has been a great
asset to the team, contribut-
ing his optimism as well as
one of the best records on
the team.
Porter is in his second
year on the sailing team. He
has improved greatly as a
sailor and has also provided
the team with some leader-
"ship to enhance the team's
competitive spirits.
In preparation for the
upcoming spring season, the
sailing team has sent four of
their top freshmen to the
New England Freshmen
Championship atTufts. The
freshman team had many of
the top finishes at the re-
gattas they sailed.
1\vo leading freshmen
skippers are Cory BuUin and
Eric Ryan. Butlin, a native of
Bristol, brings to the team
Brown, Gus Kruezkamp and
Bill Porter. Brown, a four
year veteran has contrib-
uted his attention to the fund
raising side ofthe teamwhich
enables them to participate
in more regattas.
Kruezkamp is in
charge of keeping team mo-
rale hJgh and making sure
members lmow about prac-
tices and regattas. Porter
takes care ofallmaintenance
on the boats in order to keep
them in proper sailing con-
dition.
The leading sailors on
the team are second year
skipper Peter Coward, who
has contributedgreatly with
his enthusiasm and sailing
ability. Coward has exten-
sive experience in the Sun-
fish class and is planning to
attend the Sunfish Worlds
in Texas next September.
"Eventhough we sail against
larger nationally ranked
schools, we are one of the
best small sailing teams in
New England and the fresh-
men have a lot of potential,"
Coward Said.
Kruezkamp, a four year
The spring season for
the sailing team will begin
the first week in March. This
semester the team has a new
coach in Carl Knauss, who
brings to the team-four and
half years of competitive
collegiate sailing from URI
and Tulane University.
Knauss has also competed
in several youth champion-
ships.
Most recently he won
the Javelin Nationals which
were held last summer in
Rhode Island. "I have had a
good first impression of the
team, but I'm waiting to
evaluate their sailing abil-
ity," he said.Knauss is the
third coach the team has
had in the last three semes-
ters.
In addition to the
practices, the team sails two
or three regattas every
weekend, requiring an entire
day of head to head compe-
tition.
The heart ofthe team is
the tri-captains Charles
By Bill Porter
Contributing Writer
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Gambardelli's goal with 38 seconds left in
overtime propels skaters into ECAC playoffs
•
________________1
McNaboe could get right
back on top ofhis game in a
short time.
'We were confident of
our chances of making th,e
playoffs because the team
has been very focused as of
late," said Gambardell1. A
win against Suffolk was
necessary because the
pairings for the ECAC play-
offs comes out right before
the Hawksftnalgameat lona
College on March 1.
The final two games
were very 1riteresting for
Gambardelll. who. is com-
peting for his second
straight ECAC South divi-
sion scoring crown.
Gambardell1is leading
the league with 54 points
(25 goals, 29 assists) going
into the final weakend of
the regular season.
He set the school
scoring record earlier in the
season scoring the 134th
point of his career. Last
seasonhe also set the school
record for points ina season
with 63.
346 Wood Street-Bristol 253-8970
. -
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Photo by Colin Hynes
Assistant captain Todd Morton takes the puck from an
opponent as goalie William Garfield protects his crease.
six times, but couldn't put
the puck in the net," said
Haesche. "Nothing went
right for us all-night, but it
was our own fault because
we had plenty of scoring
chances," said Maddalena.
However, Morton and
Gambardelli continued to
play well for the Hawks as
they have done so all year.
Morton tallied two goals
and Gambardelliadded three
assists while freshmanJerry
Chirtcola had the othergoal.
Create a dynamic first impression
with a professional resume by
A major factor in the
Curry loss was the one hour
delay in the game starting
time. The layover may have
effected the team. "We are
used to getting off the long
bus rides and playing and
the sitting around hurt us,"
said Haesche.
Another factor in the
game was that McNaboe was
returning to the line-up af-
ter missing several games
and he may have been a lit-
tie rusty. However, the
Villanova game proved that
presently playing very con-
sistent hockey and are
peaking at Just the right
time of the season as they
have done in years past.
'We are clicking on all
cylinders both offensively
and defensively, " said
Maddalena. "The freshmen
and the younger players are
really starting to come
through for the team, espe-
cially Hills," said Haesche.
However, the biggest
reason for the turnaround
may be the reuniting of
Haesche and Maddalena to
the same line by coach Don
Armstrong. The strategy
worked well for the Hawks
as the two co-captains com-
bined for nine points on four
goals and five assists in the
Villanova contest.
The Curry game was
another outing in which the
final score did not reflect the
domination of the RWC
skaters. The Hawks outshot
and outplayed Curry in the
second and third periods
but againcouldn't catch any
breaks, whichhas been typi-
cal of several of the Hawk's
games dUring their up-and -
down season.
"We hit the post at least
preserve the victory.
The win came on the
heals of another impressive
win, a 12-2 Victory over
Villanova University on Feb.
22. 'Weplayed extremelywell
and it was probably the first
time all season we played
three solid periods of
hockey," said Haesche. The
Hawks, at 10-10-1, needed
the Suffolk win to finish the
season at the .500mark and
qualify for the playoffs.
The Hawks rebounded
from a heart-brealdng 8-3
loss at Curry College on
Feb. 19 to crush Villanova.
Gambardell1 had threegoals
and two assists, Haesche
scored two goals and three
assists and freshman Chris
Hills had two goals and two
assists.
Seniorco-captainCraig
Maddalena andJtinior Dave
Spacagna added two goals
apiece and senior defense-
man Todd Morton contrib-
uted one goal. Goalie T. J.
McNaboe had 23 saves and
earned his seventh win of
the season after only his
second game back and
freshman W1ll1am Garfield
finished up in net.
The Hawk skaters are
By Paul Gagliardi
Staff Writer
'The last38secondsfelt
like an eternity for us," said
senior co-captain Billy
Haesche after the RWC
hockey team captured an
emotional 5-4 overtime win
over Suffolk University on
Feb. 25. With the victory,
the Hawks advanced to the
East Coast Athletic Confer-
ence playoffs for the third
consecutive year.
Senior center Mike
Gambardell1 continued his
late season heroics as he
stuffed home a rebound of
Haesche's shot with 38 sec-
onds left in overtime to 11ft
the Hawks. Gambardell1
finished with two goals, as
did sophomore Greg Ro-
mans, while Kevin Thibo-
deau added the other goal.
The Hawks held a 4-2
lead going into the final pe-
riod, but Suffolk scored two
unanswered goals to tie the
score 4-4.
The Hawks needed the
win to advance to post-sea-
son play and they got it in
dramatic fashion as they
held offa fierce Suffolk rush
in the final 38 seconds to
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Men's basketball team falls on hard times
Hoopsters end the regular season with four consecutive losses, finish 5-17
Photo by Mark Kasok
SophomoreTim Smith drives in for a layup as a Gordon
College defender attempts to knock the ball away.
By Ben Rinaldi
Staff Writer
Many labels can be at-
tached to the RWC men's
basketball team. but boring
is not one of them.
Although the Hawks
have fallen on some hard
times. losing the last four
games and 12 oftheir last 13
overall. droppingtheir record
to 5-16. you could not tell by
their play. All of the losses
were closely contested.
OnFeb. 15.RWCplayed
New England College. The
game was tight all the way
until the closing minutes
when key turnovers decided
the final outcome. a 73-61
loss. Freshman Anthony
McLaughlin led the waywith
25 points.
Three nights later the
team again played tough.
dropping a 97-94 overtime
decision at Wentworth In-
stitute of Technology. The
Hawks utilized a full-court
press or what Coach Dw1ght
Datcher calls a "controlled
press" to try and make the
other team slow down or
force them into turnovers.
The pressworkedas the team
came from behind to tie the
score at· the end of regula-
lion.
"It was a tough loss. we
all felt we should have won
thegame."saidDatcher. "We
played real smartgoingdown
the stretch but a couple of
turnovers lcite in the game
just killed us." McLaughlin
had a solid game. scoring 30
points and pullingdown nine
rebounds. Also contribut-
ing were George Milot. Mike
Belanger and Robert Mes-
senger who scored 13 points
each..
The Hawks returned
hO!I1e Feb. 20to host Gordon
College. Ceremonies were
held to honor seniors play-
ing in their last home game.
The seniors looking to end
their regular season career
with a win. instead saw the
visitors pull out a 76-59
victory.
The game was tied 32-
32 at halftime. but the team
Just didn't have enough
steamto staywith Gordon in
the second half. "Down the
stretch we lost our intensity
and the things that we have
to do in order for us to play
well." added Datcher. Tim
Smith led all scorers with 21
points and eight rebounds,
while Belanger contributed
with 16 points.
The Hawks now look
forward to the Common-
wealth Coast Tournament
where their first gamewill be
against SalveRegina College.
a team that has yet to beat
the Hawks in a playoffgame.
"The tournament gives
us a second chance. it's like
a new season where any-
thing can happen." said
Datcher. "It just adds more
excitement to the game."
When asked what the
biggest improvement he saw
in the team from the first
game to the last. Datcher
replied. "Probably commu-
nicationbetweenmyselfand
the players, they know ex-
.actly what I want done and I
know what to expect from
them. As a coach you look
for constant improvement
which I have seen from this
team."
Datcher believes the
Hawks .are competitive in
every game and that they
just need to take the final
step in order to reach the
next level. "Guys knowing
their responsibilities and
becomingmore aware ofthetr
game, coupled with other
ingredients such as recruit-
ing players that can shoot
from the outside consis-
tently. will make us even
more competitive in the fu-
ture," Datcher said. "I think
we can become consistent
winners."
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VARSITY STATISTICS
- MEN'S HOCKEY
(After 21 games)
~ ~ Assists fQm
MEN'S BASKETBALL
(After 19 Games)
Bebnds Assists fQm
Male Athlete of the Week (2/18): Senior outSide hitter
Kevin Johnson of Granby. Conn.. led the volleyball team
to a second place finish in the RWC Invitational tourna-
ment. For his effort Johnson was' named to the AlI-
Tournament Team.
Mike Gambardelli 29 25 54 T. McLaughlin 8.6 1.3 19.1
Craig Maddalena 20 21 41 TIm Smith 6.2 2.5 15.3
William Haesche 12 20 32 , George~ilot 7.3 0.7 12.7
Todd Morton 5 14 19 Mi~e Belanger: '3.2 2.5 7.9
Dave ~pacagna 9 8 ' 17 Andrew Burke 1.8 1.2 4.5
Kevin Thibodeau 5 12 17 Rob Messenger 2.9 0.2 ' 3.7
Robert Weichers 6 10 16 Todd Rivard 2.1 3.4 3.7
_ -r:
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MEN'S WRESTLING ,
(After 20 games) (Final Statistics)
~ Bebnds Assists fQm Wrestler Dual Bee Overall Bee
Jen Vizzo 2.7 1.8 11.3 Jeff Lamore 2-2 6-6
Mo Gradley 7.7 3.5 10.4 Nunzio Riccio 4-4 7-8
Tara St. Laurence 6.6 1.5 9.3 Jason Sutton 7-6 10-14
Amelia Bearse 3.2 4.1 8.2 Mike Garrett 1-6 4-12Lauren SeIVais 6.5 0.6 6.9 John Leary - 6-12Deb Spooner 4.2 0.9 3.3 Steve Sears 8-5-1 10-13-1Sandra Venice 0.6 0.5 1.7 Patrick Wiley 2-9 4-17
Intramural- HockeyStaridingsand Individual Leaders
Itmn W L:r.. fYz:rtam W ,L:r.. ~ ~ l:tam. ~
Female Athlete of the Week (2/18): Senior,guard Amelia
Bearse from South Windsor. Conn.. had an outstanding
week for the women's basketball team~with 11 points
against Salve Regina. She also added some fine passing
arid defense.
Male Athlet~of the Week (2/26): Senior winger William
Haesche of West Haven. Conn.. had two goals anq three
assists in' a 12-2 victory over Villanova. He is currently
third in the team in scoring. -
Female Athlete of the Week (2/26): Amelia Bearse had
a career high 20 points. seven' assists and six steals
against Wentworth Institute of Technology. She is pres-
ently second in the conference in field goal percentage and
assists and fourth in steals. "-
Freshman McLaughlinearns conference hcmor
,
Anthony McLaughlin was honored last week as the
Commonwealth Coast Conference 'Rookie ofthe Week." It
was the fifth time he has received the honor this season. '
The talented forward is averaging over 19 points a game.
McLaughlin is second among conference leaders in both
scoring aI;ld rebounding.
Eclipse 2 0 0 4 C.W.A 1 0 0 2 Brett Robillard Eclipse 10
M. Smuckers 2 0 0 4 Bill's Pizza 1 0 0 2 Charlie Bardelis Eclipse 6
Ch1a Pets 1 0 0 2 Stingers 1 0 0 2 Scott Williams Smuckers 6
Final Warning 0 0 1 1 N1ke'Alumni 0 1 0 0 JaySlmmons Eclipse 5
Archo Death 0 0 1 1 G.ful Feeds 0 1 0 0 Mike McDevitt Stingers 5
K1ller Bees 0 2 0 0 Amer. Dream 0 1 0 0 Mike Mannello Eclipse 4
Purple Threats. 0 2 0 0 Dave Collins Smuckers 4
B. Slammers 0 1 0 0
.'
Pete Magadena CWA 4
" L,
Sears and Fenton fall one match short of AII-
New England honors in NECC Championships
Sophomore Steve Sears and seniorJim Fentoncame within
one victory of earning All-New England status at the New
England College Conference Wrestling Assosiation Cham-
pionship. RWC finished 13th out of the 14 team field.
"TAKE THE BAR EXAM"
· NEXT WEEKS BANDS ·
•
~ TH.E AFfER SCHOOL
~ SPECIAL!!
•FREEPool
•FREE Appetizers
• Beer by the Pint on Special
,•Mon - Fri 4prn - 7prn
Sunday: All request dance night
Friday & Saturday:
NEW ENGLAND'S
BEST Rock "n" Roll
Dance Bands
Wednesday: Rock Night
Live Bands
Rock till 2 am
Jake's introduces
"CASH IN A FLASH"
College ID plus $1
gets you 3 redeemable bills
for Thursdays
Thursday: College Night
Southeastern Mass
NEW meeting palace
"CASH IN A FLASH"
18 and over
Monday: Sports Night
Garnes Galore
FREE hot do s..
Tuesday: Gameroom
MADNESS
1193 Pleasant Street Fall River, MA (508) 676-9685
300 Seating Capacity
'rections: East over the Mount Hope Bridge to Rte. 24 North. Take
rayton Ave. exit and bear right. Go tbm first set of lights. Take left at
and set of lights onto Pleasant St. 1/2 mile down on left. (10 miles)
it
•
JUSTA 10
MINUTE DRIVE
FROM SCHOOL!
3/4 RACE
3/6 THE KIDDS
3/7 SHOT IN THE DARK
3/11 JAZBO FENDER
3/13 TOUCH
3/14 KAOS
3/20 JAMES MONTGOMERY
AND BLYES BAND
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Featuring:
• $1.00 cover charge
• Live DJ playing dance music
• open until 2 a.m. except Sat.
4 Large Party Rooms
Featuring:
• 2 seperate bars
• 5 pool tables
• 6 dart boards
• air hockey tables
• HUGE dance floor
---------
,Thursday night is
COLLEGE NIGHT!!!
18 and over
· ;
- : '...~ :, .... ',. ,
" •• • •••• ~. h '. / '. "-:" .' • .:.. ..... : ..
.. - ..... -._ ... .-: .... - .. ;~ ..... -.;
(In the Student Union)
Friday March 6,1992
9pm-l am
18 and Over
Refreshments and Cash Bar Available
(Positive ill Required)
Co-Sponsored By:
$3.00 Cover
(Student ill Required at the Door)
Sponsored By: The Chameleon Committee of the Campus Entenainment Network
The "Network" is a Standin Committee of the Student Senate
c.
. .
~.-~."-"-'~""."-'"
/
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A conversation with G. Gordon Liddy
- ~ .
BASSUK: Finally, wliere...ln
about ten years. where do
you see yourself'? What do
you see yourselfdoing? Any
goals, plans?
LIDDY: Well, I would like to
... I've just started this radio
business..I would like to be
syndicated. I would like to
write more books, I would
like to enjoy my grandchil-
dren and children. I would
like to fly more airplanes ...
(leans inand looksme square
in the eyes) ... do more fish-
ing. (s~es)
LIDDY: No, certainly not!
Richard Nixon was an inno-
cent victim of all this. It was
John Dean's operation. Ri-
chard Nixon knew nothing
about it.
I Photo by Jonathan Bassuk
G. Gordon Liddy is best known as one of the
people who broke into Watergate.
o
LLI~_.I~
~ ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT TO JOIN US
o~ !eViI811IM&NI~Y
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__III'" THE CLUB IS INVOLVED IN CAMPUS RECYCUNG,
W EARTH DAY ACTIVITITES, INCREASED LOCAL AND
I
f WORLDWIDE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS AND
Z THE PRINTING OF OUR NEWSLETTER -THE LOW-
II( ptI- ANYONE WITH QUESTIONS SHOULD CONTACTI~ . BART DEAN AT 253·3591 OR ANY MEMBER OF THE CWB
BASSUK: If I could ask one
or two more if we have time
for that. What would your
definition be of the word
to do if you really want to
know about Watergate is '
read a book. recent book
called Silent Coup, C-o-u-p,
by Len Caladni and Bob
Gettlin. It's the best there is
on Watergate.
BASSUK: Do you plan on
Writing anymore novels?
LIDDY: Yeah, that's my sec-
ond novel (The Monkey
Handlers), third book. My
problem right now is I'm also
a' contributing editor to
Forbes/FYImagazine. Iwrite
for them four times a year.
It'sjustaquestionoftime. It
used to take me six months
to a year to write abqok, now
God knows because I'm de-
voting so. much time to
broadcasting.
BAssUK: Where do you get
the id.eas for your stories,
like the character ofMichael
Stone (from The Monkey
Handlers)? This book has
got such a wide range of
knowledge and expertise as
far as the Navy SEALs (a
special unit of the Navy,
standing for Sea Air and "loyalty" as far as ... I recall
Land) and such... reading in your autobiogra-
LIDDY: Well, he is a former phy that you would have. if
Navy SEAL... given the order. carried out
BASSUK: Right, right. Where an assassination (of fellow
do you draw this... Watergate conspirator, Jack
LIDDY: (cuts in) Well. I know Anderson), you would have
a lot oi... I'm a life'!llember of done so ifgiven the order.. ~
the Special Operation Asso- LiDDY: Well, but not, you
ciatlonbecauseofspecialops know: .. I wouldn't have as-
work' that I've done in the sassinated Shirley Temple.
past. Some of the members It would have to be within
ofthe association are retired the context of. as it was at
Navy SEALs; they've given the time, a general break-
me information. I was. by down ofthe social order, and
invitation ... I went to what someone who was. as Jack
they call BUD/S, which is Anderson was doing. was
Basic Underwater Demoli- leading to the deaths of our
tion SEAL training school human intelligence assets
out at Coronado Island. I, abroad.
you know, watched that. I've BASSUK: Do you have any
had the full cooperation of ' hostility towards Richard
those people. so I learned a Nixon?
lot.
BASSUK: I know we're really
pressedfor time, but ifIcould
askyou who wouldyourpick
for President be this going
around?
LIDDY: Vh. it'stoo early to
see...V(e don't know whether .
we've got all the Democratic
candidates that we are going
to have. Certainly amongst
the Democratic candidates
currently, I would say Sena-
tor (Paul) Tsongas is clearly
heads and shoulders above
them all, intellectually, and
the way he treats the voters
... he treats the voters as if
they have a mind, a~d can
understand what he's talk-
ing about, and indeed they
can. I don't think we need
Mr. (Bill) Clinton, because
we already have a president
who won't keep his word,
and we don't need another
one.
BASSUK: OK, now could you
briefly-I know this is prob-
ably very redundant for you.
but whenever the Watergate
incident is mentionec, your
name, of course ...
LIDDY: (cuts in) Sur~, of
course it does.
BASSUR: What role did you
play? Can you describe the
events?
LIDDY: Yeah, I was the cut-
out between John Dean,
whose operationit reallywas,
and the rest ofthe world, so
to speak. I would get fake
orders from Qean through
Jeb Stuart MacGruder,
which I would relay to
Howard Hunt and thus act-
ing as the cut-out, Hunt
wouldget the real ordersfrom
Dean, which he gave to the
Cuban cohort. That's the
wayitworked. The best thing
BASSUK: Why has~
magazine called you "the
most dangerous man alive?'
LIDDY: You have to askIilIlt
magazine. Actually, itwasn't
:Dms:magazine, I think itwas
the late Theodore S. White,
who was a political histo-
rian. There's lots of people
who call me very dangerous,
... for varying reasons.
BASSUK: What is the G.
Gordon Liddy Academy?
LIDDY: It is actually the G.
Gordon Liddy Institute. It
trains corporate security.
personnel, private investiga-
tors and law enforcement
officers in Miami.
JON BASSUK: I don't know
if there are any questions
that...
G. GORDON LIDDY: (cuts in)
No, no, ask anything you
want, . anything you
want. ..No problem.
BASSUK: Firstly, how often
do you lecture...with Dr.
Leary or alone?
LIDDY: Well, it varies with
Dr. Leary. I lecture-I used
to lecture about 50 times a
year, but now that I'm on
WJFK in Washington, D.C.
five days a week, it's down to
about 30. And I would say'
Tim (Leary) and I lecture to-
gether at least half a dozen
times a year. Debate...
BASSUK: Similar to this?
LIDDY: Yes, yes...similar to
this one, correct.
BASSUK: The title of the de-
bate, "State of the Mind vs.
Mind of the State." What
would your opinion be ofthe
mind of the state as far as
Before the debate, Iwas
given the opportunity to
briefly interview G. Gordon
Liddy. The follOWing is a
transcript of that interview:
By Jonathan Bassuk their policies...
Staff Writer LIDDY: (cuts in) Well, that's
a catchy title. It actually
On Feb. 24. at the Uni- comes down to our differing
versity of Massachusetts/ philosophies ofgovernment,
Dartmouth. the pragmatic Tim·sandmine. Hischanges
met the psychedelic. G. every time. (laughs) He'll
Gordon Liddy and Dr. Timo- speak for himself. I give you
thy Leary debated "The State what Iwould consider to be a
of the Mind vs. The Mind of classic background in the
the State." Fast-paced and philosophy of government.
full ofenergy. the debate was
highlychargedwithemotion BASSUK: What. brier1y.
and rhetoric. would be a typical day in the
Liddy's view was that life of G. Gordon Liddy?
onlyby giving up some ofour LIDDY: Well. let's see.. J get
rights and freedoms to the up at 0600 hours. shave and
state. we can become a truly . bathe. have breakfast. jump
ethical and moral society. in the car. drive 25 miles to
Dr. Leary believes that the the studio. Do some of my
individual must be protected preliminary work to be on
from tyranny of the govern- the air from a, little after ten
ment in order to be free. until two. Then I have con-
ferences with my producers,
~nd do my promos for the
next day. I'm out of there by
three. then I'll have a busi-
ness conference inWashing-
ton tYPically. During the af-
ternoon. come home, have
dinner andthenIeitherhave
a cocktail party or a meeting
with the advertisers of the
station. or. I will be back
doing yet more homework. I
read the books ofpeople that
I interview. Go to bed early.
get up early, and so forth .
. However. in the afternoons
every other day I run iour
miles.
Both Liddy and Leary
are very controversial and
very different. They come
from opposite ends of the
political and philosophical
spectrum, but both believe
that humankind is inher-
ently ethical and moral.
,Liddy is a government
man. and· always has been.
He is a man ofgreat strength.
intelligence, hunger and
ambition. He supports the
power of government and
.its necessity.
Liddy is perhaps more
famous for his role in the
Watergate scandal, forwhich
he served five out 'a possible
21 years in prison. 106 days
of which were in solitary
confinement. Today, Liddy
is the owner ofan industrial
security company, has pub-
lished two best sellers. ap-
pears in television and mov-
ies and lectures constantly
around the United States.
~-~-.,.,..-----~~ - -- -------.....,-- --~------
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.Do you think living on campus is a positive experience?
Mike Belanger
Freshman
Auburn, Maine
Yes. I think it allows you to
meet more people, but I also
think that some of the re-
strictions on campus make
people want to move off.
Alexis Cattutl
Freshman
Cold Spring, N.Y.
. Yeah, because you meet
more people. If you are a
freshman or a sophomore, I
think it makes more sense.
R.J. Ratalc
Senior
E. Hartford, Conn.
I think it was great to live on
campus as a freshman be-
cause it's like a melting pot.
I moved off campus as a
junior because it gave me
more responsibility.
RiCh Saltzberg
Sophomore
Essex, Maine
Yes, but the college robs you
blind with the mandatory
meal plan.
JOBS AVAILABLE IN:
PROMOTIONS
PROGRAMMING
NEWS
SALES
PUBLIC RELATIONS
DJ POSITIONS
PRODUCTION
tT....
Complied by
Terri Welch "-
Photos by
Sara Endrlss
WE WANTYOUI
WQRI IS YOUR STATION RWG
e BECOME APART OF THE
WQRI ROCK FAMilY
Jessie Barnum
Sophomore
Burlington, Vt.
Yes, but I think that Dorm III
should be for the upper
classmen, not for the fresh-
men.
Erica Perlcolosl
Sophomore
W. Hartford, Conn.
No. I think you can get more
work done and study more
off-campus.
CRIIS LOCATED DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BETWEEN THE MESSSENGER AND THE NETWORK OFFICES!
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Dire Straits perform in¥ recent concert ''G'nn,'~~
8. How did Mork drink?
9. What was the name of Mork's baby, played by
Jonathan Winters?
10. How did Mork sit down?"
7. What phrase did Mork always sign off with?
5. What city was the show set in?
2ND PLACE: JAMES STATTEL
2 free admissions to the Bristol Cinema with
free small popcorn and small beverage.
4. ~hat did Mindy's father do for a living?
2. What shape was Mork's spaceship?
WINNERS OF LAVERNE Be SHIRLEY
TRIVI'A CONTEST
1ST PLACE: TANYA CHAPIN
Two free passes to any movie at the Circle 8
Cinema in Seekonk.
6. What were the two buttons on Mork's suspenders?
3RD PLACE: DAVID CALKINS
Choice of a movie pOSi:er.
ANSWERS TO LAVERNE &
SHIRLEY TRIVIA
1. Shirley's stuffed cat was called "Boo Boo Kitty."
2. Cannine's nickname was "the big Ragu."
3. Laverne and Shirley worked for Shotz Brewery.
4. Laverne woreherL'son the left sideofherclothes.
5. Laverne's stepmother is Edna.
6. Laverne's father owned "The Pizza Bowl."
7. Lenny and the Squigtones,was the name ofLenny
and Squiggy's band.
8. Squiggy's real name is Leonard Squigmond.
9. Milk and Pepsi is Laverne's favorite drink.
10. "Laverne & Shirley" is a spinoff of" Happy
Days."
NAME
---------------
LOCAL PHONE
L ~~========~_J
r-------------------,
I~ MORK AND MINDY ,
'-=i TRIVIA CONTEST
1. What planet was Mork from? ;Iff
est album, On Every Street.
and there was slight confu-
sion dUring the performance
of "Private Investigations," a
song from the group's 1982
album Love Over Gold.
The group played two
encores for the fans, who
were at an emotional high
near the end of the concert.
The performance of "Money
For Nothing" was trimmed
down to just three verses
and a guitar solo. The final
encore was "Brothers In
Arms .. and the display was
a reminder of how flawless
the studio version was.
As a whole, the nine-
piece seemed a little musi-
cally different to each other I
.and" the drumming was
slightlyweak, with onlysmall
echoes of ex-Dire Straits
drummers PickWithers and J
Terry Williams.
Advice for fans going to
see upcoming shows: listen
to On Every Street and past
Dire Straits albums to know
the songs.
The group will be at the
Worcester Centrum in
Worcester, Mass. on March
4 and 5 before journeying to
the Hartford Civic Center in
Hartford, Conn. on March 6.
ing Elvis," when he traded
licks with Knopfler. White
also provided some prime
moments with his solos.
However, because of the
different sounds, the band
suffered from an identity
crisis. Was this Dire Straits
or just an extention of
Knopfler's solo interests?
Before the Dire Straits
reunion, Knopfler made an
album of duets with Chet
Atkins entitled Neck and
Neck. He also formed a tem-
porary band called The
Notting HillbUlies. These
musical experiences were
right out of country music.
The man who kept ev-
erything together and alive
was Knopfler. His crisp,
clean sound and blistering
soloswere enoughfor anyone
to pay to see the group. His
enthusiasm wasjust as hot.
Many times dUring the show
he urged the crowd to make
some noise.
The crowd made the
lo~destresponses duringthe
performance ofsuch classics
as "Sultans of Swing,"
"TunnelofLove"and "Romeo
andJuliet." Otherwise, there
were slight cheers for the
songs from Dire Straits'lat-
J.F.K.
Who shot J.F.K.?-
(the controversy)
EDGAR TATRO,
THE FOREMOST AUTHORITY ON THE
CONTROVERSY OVER JFK'S ASSASSINATION
WILL HOLD AN INFORMATIVE
DISCUSSION FOCUSING ON:
·CIA INVOLVEMENT
·MAFIA INVOLVEMENT
·FBI INVOLVEMENT
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 AT 7:00PM IN LH129 IN CENTRAL HALL
DOORS WILL OPEN AT 6:30PM
FREE TO TIlE COLLEGE COMMUNITY AND $2.00 TO TIlE GENERAL PUBUC
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
~ rJ) 0 ~ ~I1Q [f [1JD 00 0 ~11
We do it all- Fresh Flowers, Fruit & Gift Baskets, Weddings,
Showers, Sympathy, Birthday, Get Well, Anniversary.
~ 489 Main St. . 1-(401)-247-2150 ~
Warren R.I. 1-(800)-447-2150 (outside R.I.)
"House For Rent Bristol
Waterfront on Mt. Hope Bay. 4 bedrooms. 1 1/2 baths. huge
deck. completely renovated. new appliances. beach and
mooring area' for boats directly in front of house. Available
June 1st 1992 -August- 1993.
$1.300 per month. utilities not included. No pets.
Call 276-6653 or 245-2752.
By Krls Shoop
Contrll?utlng Writer
For: those going to see
Dire Straits on the eastern
swing of their North Ameri-
can tour, prepare for some
different looks and different
sounds.
Lead singer Mark
Knopfler and company hit
the stage at the Meadow-
lands Arena in East
Rutherford, N.J. on Feb. 23
in front of 15,000 fans. They
were ready to perform. The
results were effective, if not
spectacular.
The offiCial group, con-
sisting of gUitarist/vocalist
Knopfler, bassistJohn Illsley
and keyboardists Guy
FletcherandAlariClark, was
augmented by second gUi-
tarist Phil Palmer, drummer
Chris Whitten, saxophonist
Chris White,percussionist
Danny CUmmingsand pedal
steelgUitaristPaul Franklin.
This nine-piece mixture of
instruments blended to-
gether in an unusual way,
creating a mixed sound of
country, jazz and rock.
The pedal steel guitar
solos by Franklin "were
phenomenal especially dur-
ing the opening tune, "Call-
March 2, 1992
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AN
60d Made Him Simple. Science Made Him' A 6od.
Jobe Smith (Jeff Fahey) and Mamie (Jenny Wright)
are transformed during "cyber sex" in the new science
fiction thriller, The Lawnmower Man.
must return to THE SHOP past, Jobe's sole desire is to
and Cybertech for assis- merge Virtual Reality with
tance. Unbelmownest to Dr. the world's conununications
Angelo. however. the origi- systems and become an
naldrugisswitchedwith the : omnipotent "Cyber-Being."
By Susan E. Cicchino
Entenalnment Editor
Virtual Reality. It cre-
ates incredible computer
simulations called ''virtual
realities." which by wearing
special equipment. can
transport anyone into a three
dimensional. 360 degree
computerized world and al-
low them to interact with
others progranuned into the
same world.
Although it is still in its
infancy. this technology is in
wide use today. However. in
the new science fiction
thriller. The Lawnmower
Man. this stunning new
technology is in full opera-
tion. The ffun. which isbased
on a three page story by
horror legend. StephenKing,
presents a new dimension of
suspense in which technol-
ogy for the good ofmanmust
battle the forces ofgreed and
evil.
Jobe Smith. played ef-
fectively by Jeff Fahey of
Body Parts, is a full grown
adult with the mental capa-
bilities of a six year old. Al-
though he is persecuted by
the local bully and exploited
by the local church pastor.
his existence is a simple and
seemingly unchangeable
one. His sole enjoyment
comes from gardening.
which is the reason for his
nickname as "the
lawmnower man."
Dr. Lawrence Angelo.
played by Pierce Brosnan of
"Remington Steele" fame. is
obsessed with his brilliant
Virtual Reality technology.
The top secret experiments.
accelerating the intelligence
of laboratory chimpanzees.
take place in the secluded
Cybertech building. Dr.
-Angelo's ultimate goal is to
use the Virtual Reality tech-
nology as the cure for
Alzheimer's disease, birth
defects and learning dis-
abilities.
Asinistergroup.lmown
only as THE SHOP, provide
Dr. Angelo with financial
backing. However, the group
forces Dr. Angelo to experi-
ment with heightening the
aggressive instincts of the
chimps. who enter a three
dimensional computer envi-
romnent and act out simu-
lated combat scenarios. The
side effect. however. is un-
controllable .and paranoic
behavior.
Dr. Angelo is disgusted
with the interference ofTHE
SHOP and thus continues
the Virtual Reality research
alone. Dr. Angelo. after an
intriguing encounter with
Jobe. is convinced that with
the use ofthe Virtual Reality
technology and a revolu-
tionary new drug. he can
help Jobe obtain superior
intellectual abilities.
In order to advance fur-
th~r with Jobe. Dr. Angelo
same drug that .induced vio-
lent behavior in the chimps.
The effect of the drug.
along with his new intelli-
gence. g!ve Jobe the unex-
pected aollify to read minds.
affect the thoughts of others
and telekinetic powerswhich
possess Jobe beyond his
control. (Not to mention the
sexual affections of Mamie.
the town tramp. played by
Jenny Wright.) After seek-
ing revenge on those who
have tormented him in the
Jobe. whom Goq had
made simple. hasbeenmade
a god by science.
The story itself is com-
p.~Qutis t 1 letq
follow. The intense and
seemingly advanced special
effects create a suspenseful
setting. The plot. however.
could use a small shot of
adrenaline. The action is
ultimately strong; it just
takes a little time to get there.
Fahey gives a solid per-
formance. convincing as the
innocent lawmnower man.
and terrifying as the power-
ful Cyber-being.
Brosnan. who has sev-
eral film credits behind him.
is also convincing as the sci-
entific. yet human Dr.
Angelo. He has a natural
charisma on the screen and
instantly gains the support
of the audience as the film's
hero.
The supporting roles
are not worth mentioning.
exceptyoungAustin O'Brien
as Peter. Jobe's ten-year-
old friend and assistant hero
to Dr. Angelo. The perfor-
mances are ab~veB movies.
but fall slightly short of im-
pressive.
The film is a wholesome
science fiction thriller. lack-
ing (thankfully) the usual
gore and guts that seem to
be the heart ofmost Stephen
King stories made into
screen. The effects are also
incredible. and worth see-
ing. A leading video game
arcade company developed
the "Lawnmower Man Vir-
tual Reality Game." as re-
uested by Edward Simons.
one of the film's Executive
Producers. ThiS is the
world's first Virtual Reality
computer entertainment.
The video game is expected
to be available to the public
shortly after the ffun's re-
lease. This experiment with
Virtual Reality. however,
gets a realistic GRADE B.
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shows. called "studios." On
March 13. the studio.
"Sony. Wrong Number" will
run for two showtngs. One
performance is at 8 p.m. and
another at 10 p.m.• under
the direction of third year
student. Nancy Greene.
Although the show is in
its rehearsal stage right now,
it promises to make a
haunting. lasting impression
on the campus come the
ntghtofMarch 13. The
starsfreshman Douglesse L.
MacAITan in her first lead-
ing part as Mrs. Stevenson.
MacArran was last seen in a
supporting role in "Medea".
It also features other recog-
nizable faces to the stage,
including Matt Wirman as
Inspector Dtiffy, who per-
formed in "The Diviners."
Next issue, The Mes-
sen~rwillbring you the lat-
est scoop ontwo other shows
that will go into production
shortly. One performance is
the drama "Voices." and
other is the hitmusical "once
Upon A Ma~ress."
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ct TOP 10 -.VIDEORENTALS ,
AS OF FEBRUARY 22
,
1. POINT BREAK
2. THELMA & lOUISE
3. CITY SLICKERS
4. DYING YOUNG
5. TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY
6. DOC HOllYWOOD
7. JUNGLE FEVER
8. THE NAKED GUN 2 1/2
9. BACKDRAFT
10. Bill AND TED'S BOGUS JOURNEY
Theatre Company with the
Bristol CommunityCollege's
Theatre Company in what
promises to' be a most ex-
citing. aswell as educational.
experience.
The festival will con-
sistent of two plays per-
formed by the RWC Theatre
Company: "The Night of the
Iguana" and "IRise inFlame.
Cried The Phoenix." (Look
for the latter's review in this
issue of The Messenger.)
Bristol Community College
will also performtheirversion
of"I Rise in Flame. Cried The
Phoenix." as well as other
Tennessee Williams plays
thathaven't been announced
yet.
The main purpose ofthe
festival is to exchange ideas
between the two colleges. as
well as learn more about
themselves and their art. It
promises to be a big success
and everyone is welcome to
come.
The RWC Theatre
Company offers a special
program which allows stu-
dents to direct their own
By Vadlm Benderman
Contributing Writer
The RWC Theatre
Companyalways knows how
to keep themselves busy.
Within the next two months.
the companywill present six
productions.
The first of these pro-
ductions is a main season
play by Tennessee Williams
called "The Night of the
Iguana." The show will be
performed on 6 occasions:
Feb. 28 and 29 and March 1.
6 and 7 at 8 p.m. and a 2:30
p.m. matinee showing on
March 1.
After portraying Creon
in "Medea" last semester.
Steven Gould captures the
stage once more. only this
time in the staring role as
Reverend Shannon. "The
Night of the Iguana" also
features Adrienne Johnson
and Kerry Daily. two other
very recognizable faces in the
theatre community. John-
son. after receiving much
acclaim for her supporting
role in last semester's main
season production of "The
Diviners." returns to the
stage. Adrienne will portray
Maxine. Also returning to
the stage is Keny Daily.
Kerry was last seen as Pam
in the hit musical "Baby"
last year. This time. she'll
get a chance once more to
show her stuff as the part of
Hannah. The show will also
display a fine cast of sup-
porting actors. and ifyou're
a theatre goer, you should
be in for a few pleasant
surprises.
"The Night of the
Iguana" is one of the three
shows that will be part of
"The Tennessee Williams
festival." which will be held
on March 7 and 8 here on
our campus. This year. the
festival will combine RWC's
RWC 's Theatre preview
Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey recreate their roles as Wayne Campbell and Garth
Algar from "Saturday Night Live," in the new comedy, Wayne's World.
have turned down. On SNL.
Wayne's World never fails to
amuse. However. a lot ofthe
appeal of those skits is that
they're only five minutes
long. After ninety minutes.
"NOTl" gets real annoying.
Luckily. the movie is
saved by the supporting
players. There are two very
funny cameos from Robert
Patrick. the evilT-1000 from
Terminator2:JudgmentDay.
andEd O'Ne1ll. a.k.a.AlBundy
from "Marr1ed...With Chil-
dren." There are also some
not-so-funny cameos from
Donna Dixon. Meat Loafand
Alice Cooper. The funniest
performance of the film.
however. is easilythat ofLara
Flynn Boyle. from "Twin
Peaks." who portrays
Wayne's "psycho hose beast"
ex-girlfriend. The worst per-
formance of the film.by a
w1111111l.l.de margin. goes toTia
Carrere as a Cantonese rock
singerwhobecomesWayne's
girlfriend. There are three
performances with Carrere
andherband. CrucialTaunt,
adding to the long list of
Hollywood movies that pre-
tend a really lousy band is.
in reality. really good.
Penelope Spheeris has
directed many good films in
the past. especially both of
the Decline oj Western Civi-
lization ftbns. On this one.
however. she's just a traffic
conductor. stepping back
and lettingCarveyandMyers
do their thing. Wayne'sWorld
will make you laugh and it11
rake in cash (over twenty
million bucks so far). but
you're better off with Bill &
Ted.
GRADE: B-
NOTI
No way! Wayne's World review
Party timan ExwIlClntn tto Wayl Wayl
By Peter Milan
Staff Writer
Let's get the essentials
out of the way right now.
Wayne's World is silly. stu-
pid and ·sophomoric. Other
than that, it's a great movie.
The plot. adapted from
the "Saturday Night Live"
sketches. concerns Wayne
Campbell. played by Mike
Myers and Garth Algar.
played by Dana Carvey. two
Aurora. Illinois stoners who
run their own public access
show out of Wayne's base-
ment. Their nights are spent
tooling around Aurora in the
"Mirthmobile." blasting "Bo-
hemian Rhapsody" and
scoping babes.
Everything seems to be
going great for them when
Benjamin. played by Rob
Lowe. a sleazy 'IV executive
(are there any other kind?)
offers to put their show on a
network and pay 'em for it.
The problem is. Benjamin
wants to water down the
show and distill it for the
lowest common denomina-
tor. Couldthismeanthe end?
Will Wayne and Garth part
ways?
Who cares?
This lame excuse for a
plot was perpetrated by
Myers and SNL writers
Bonnie and Teny Turner.
but it's really just a show-
place for Wayne and Garth's
constant dude speak.(Party
on. Wayne! party on. Garth!),
I was seriously looking for-
ward to this move. and was
.quite disappointed that all1t
had to offer was a few in-
spired moments and a lot of
jokes that PaulyShorewould
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.~ J2l.n 'Entertainment Commentary \~.
Hell freezes over: The Academy lightens up
"I Rise in the Flame
Cried the Phoenix"
Jack Palance for his role in
City Slickers. There is a long
standing theory inHollywood
that whenever an actor or
actress is way past their
prime, and they recieve a
role in a big movie. they are
automatically the favorite to
win anAcademyAward. This
rule, the Jessica Tandy rule.
has been in effect for many
years. Past winners include
Don Ameche and Sean
Connery (although Connery
recovered--sort o( Anyone
seen Medicine Man?)
And speaking of Jes-
sica Tandy. she will prob-
ably not win for Fried Green
Tomatoes. if only because
she won two years ago. Like-
wise, Juliette Lewis will not
win for Cape Fear because
she's too young. That's an-
other rule: if you're under
twenty. -you have a
snowball's chance in hell of
Winning an Oscar. This. the
River Phoenix rule, has also
been in effect formanyyears.
One last thing I have to
get off my chest is my anger
at the Academy. Kenneth
Branagh's film. DeadAgain.
a movie so great you may
need a Valium after watch-
ingit.didn·tgetasinglemajor
nomination. AARRGGHH!!!!
That's all that needs
be said.
Robert Humphrey as D.H. Lawrence, Stacy Bernstein as
Frieda and Jennifer DeCristofano as Brett in Tennesee
Williams' play, "I Rise in the Flame Cried the Phoeni*."
DeNiro (Best Actor) and
Juliette Lewis (Best Sup-
portingActress ~The through
line explaining this is that
Cape Fearwas an overlyvio-
lent thrtller. featUring good
performances but contain-
ing too much blood and
cannibalism. So everyone
voted for The Silence oj the
Lambs instead.
Speaking of being
screwed over. Bette Midler
has been wailing at the top
of her lungs about the poor
reception ofher epic, ForThe
Boys. Hopefully. she will be
mollified somewhat by the
nomination and stop com-
plaining over the failure of a
movie that was just not very
good in the first place, and
start thanking her lucky
stars that shewas nominated
overAnnette Belling (Bugsy J.
One of the biggest sur-
prises in the Best Actress
categorywas the nomination
of Laura Dern for Ramblillg
Rose. a film about a sexually
liberated teen. Dern insists
this is unlike any role she's
pmyedbefore.Okay.rnaybe
she's a little like the role in
Wild at Hearl. And Smooth
Talk. And Mask. And Blue
Velvet. ..
Finally. we see that the
favorite in the Best Support-
Jng~categoryhaato be
DON'S
ART SHOP
:)43 Main Sreet, Warren, RI
245-4583
Open: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5
I '~.Y11 DISCOUNT for
I 'I/O Faculty and Students
the specter of Lawrence
looms large over this play.
you never lose sight ofFrieda
and who she is. I found
myself liking Frieda and
when she is struck by
Lawrence in anger at his
condition, I felt it.
The character of Brett
isintroduced laterand seems
to exist to give a sense of
opposition to Frieda. but
DeCristofano does a lot with
what she is given. Her ar-
guments with Frieda lack
conviction. but her charac-
ter shines through in her
scenes with Lawrence. Brett
gives a sens~ of devotion.
shOWing you what Lawrence
means in the process.
The play was directed
by Ellen Hornstein. and it
went well. at least so far as I
could tell. Ican only say that
if you went to see "I Rise In
Flame. Cried The Phoenix."
then it was worth your
mont";,:v~ • · -;::7:=:--l
Gallery ,
Art Classe~
full line ci I
Art ~ Crnftin 3 I~u~~lies
20% off on Uquitex professional
watercolors
20% off on drawing boards
with parallel rule
Picture. Director (Jonathan
Demme). Actor (Anthony
Hopkins). Actress (Jodie
Foster) and Screenplay
(Xeroxed from a Well-Worn
Paperback ).With that much
success under its belt. Si-
lence is already planning its
sequel, which will feature.
Hannibal Leeter running a·
small restaurant on New'
i'York~ Upper West Side (try.
the steak. it's delicious.)
Among the remaining
nominees. the Academy has
finally lightened up and given
some new talent a break.
John Singleton received two
nominations for writing and
directing Boyz N The Hood.
This shows that Hollywood
is finally ready to open up
and to listen to young film-
makers. However. to be
brutally frank. Singleton. a
twenty-one year old black
man. does not have a shot in
hell o(winning.
TheAcademyhas light-
ened up. all right. but they're
not that mellow yet. (Keep in
mind. however. that last
year. on the record. I said
the exact same thing about
Kathy Bates, so...)
Cape Fear was really
screwed over. Martin
SCorsese's horror master-
piece recieved only two rna-
jor mtnatlons: Robert
ing in a male-dominated
medium. trying to break
through the barriers of the
"boy's club." Also. she is a
psycho hosebeast. (However.
this has not hurt Bette
Midler's chances of winning
Best Actress for For The
Boys.)
JFK. besides making
more magazine covers than
Madonna. wasnominatedfor
Best Picture. Director (Oliver
Stone). Supporting Actor
(Tommy Lee Jones) and
Screenplay (Copied Out of a
Library Book) .This opens
wide doors for many other
conspiracy-theory fl1mmak-
ers to get rich. Coming soon
are "Who Killed Marilyn
Monroe?" "The Challenger
Conspiracy" and "Laughing
Through The Tears:The
David Letterman Story."
Bugsy netted nomina-
tions for Best Picture. Di-
rector (Barry Levinson). Ac-
tor (Warren Beatty) and
Supporting Actor (Harvey
Keitel and Ben Kingsley). All
wellandgood. but this leaves
very few mobsters who have
not had their lives turned
into movies yet. Future pic-
tures include the life stories
of Sam Giancana. John
Gotti and Brian serault.
TheSilenceojtheLambs
was nominated for Best
By Matt Rossi
Staff Writer
Lawrence to show itself to
true effect in the final mo-
ments of the play.
D.H. Lawrence was one The actionstartedwhen
of the great men of English Michael Chamberlain intro-
literature. He wrote The duced the play. discussing
Rainbow. Women In Love. Lawrence. his place in lit-
The White Peacock; The erature and the arts and the
Trespasser. LadyChatterly's furor over his work. Cham-
~andSons and Lovers. berlain also read two of
His works created a furor Lawrence's poems on the
overtheir realistic depictions subject of his art exhibit.
of life and sexuality. Near "13,000 People" and "Give
the end of his life, Lawrence MeASponge."andread them
decided that painting was well. too. The scene thus
the means to challenge the set. the playitselfopens upon
Victorian prudery ofhis day. .Lawrence himself. as he sits
This is the setting of in his wheelchair. Frieda is
Tennesee ·Williams' play. "I .with him. sorting laundry.
Rise In Flame. Cried the What follows is a dra-
Phoenix." It depicts the last· maticportrayaiofamanwith
moments of Lawrence's life the touch of genius. played
and his battles. not onlywith with at times savage glee by
censors, butwith the women Humphrey. With both
ofhis life and with the forces childish and charismatic vi-
of death itself. sionary. his Lawrence is a
I don't like to mince dark. at times beaten man,
words. so 111 say this straight who refuses to give up the
out: it was a well crafted fight. Although his body is
effort. It moved well, with failing him. his mind and gift
fine performances by both still desire their release. The
Robert Humphrey as the play's comparison of
irascible Lawrence. aware of Lawrence to a Phoenixseems
his approaching death. and to have been apt. When
Stacy Bernstein as Frieda. Frieda says that Lawrence's
who stays devoted to him sp1rtt isbUrning up his body.
despite the hardships he you can believe it.
imp 0 s e s . J e n n i fer Bernstein turns in an
DeCristofano is good as apt performance. but she
Brett. and she allows her seemed a trifle uncomfort-
character's devotion to able in the role at first. While
By now. you have
probably heard who's been
nominated for the 1992
Academy Awards. adding
nauseum. I.too. have been
thinking about who was
nominated. who should have
been nominated and who
should not have been nomi-
nated.
First ofall. expect a good
deal more animated fihns to
be released. nowthat Beauty
& The Beast has been nomi-
nated for Best Picture. After
all. in an animated film. you
have no stars (and no star
salaries). miniscule produc-
tion costs and no profit deals
for participants. This could
solve the whole Jack
Nicholson problem in onefell
swoop.
The Prince oj Tides
netted nominations for Best
Picture. Best Actor (Nick
Nolte) and Best Adapted
Screenplay (better known
as Ripped-Off From A Book
That Made The Best-seller
Lists l. Notably. however.
Barbra Stretsand was not
nominated. either for Best
Actress or Best Director. In
my opinion. this has to do
with the fact that Miss
Streisand is a woman work-
By Peter Milan
Staff Writer
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RWC Chorale
Classified
Political Studies Association
Keighley said that the land will be sold. but the details will come out in a press release
after the sale is made.
YOUR FAVORITE
CD'S, CASSETTES,
AND VIDEOS
FOR AS UTILE
AS $.75 EACH
DETAILS: $1.00
PETER
BOX 14041
E. PROVIDENCE, RI
02914
~"~~-TSPRI G BREAK 92!!
CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
JAMAICA
ONLY $369 COMPLETE!
EARN FREE TRIPS
AND SPENDING MONEY
CALL TODAYI
TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL
617-424-8222
OR
800-328-SAVE
Club Announcements
a AJ.A.S. a
FOR INFO AND
RESERVATIONS CALL
STS
800-648-4849
F A S T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Fraternities, smnties, sIlJdent
clubs.. Earn up to '100> in one
week. Plus receive a '100>
bonus yoorself. And a FREE
WATCHjustfoccalling 1-800-
932~528 Ext 65.
SPRING BREAK '92!
JAMAICA FROM $439
CANCUN FROM $429
FLORIDA FROM $119
TRAVEL FREE!
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP.
~.i-!~~#~~~~~~.~.~;;.;;;.~.~~~~~;.:.~~;.:.~~:.;;~~~il·:
• Smring Portuguese Cuisine for 22 Y..-s ~ Shrimp Scampi over Linguine S9.95 •
• Open 7 Dilys 11_ -111m ~ BIk\ed Stuffed Shrimp (4 Jumbo) 9.95 •
: :\IRI!iijl.~·sR'llllril:: ~ Sc~~~:~:ce· ·..· ·8.95 :
• . '. "'·'··.oo.".},:",,:::-\}})): ·.·'..··.'00·".·'""",."",·,.,·,.· 2lBaked Schrod 8.95 •
• "Where Friends Meet" CI) Clam Boil 10.95 •
• Voted #1 Portuguese Resturant in the "East Bay" p~n § Veal or Chicken Paarmesan 8.95 :
• Q ,:... nil Q . C 1', U. ~ Fish &: Chips 5.95 •
: tfYoM =1', ";.;;.T (JD Iit:~.;-e 0 s ~ Sirloin Tips 8.95 •
• kl'''S ese Be .IOIISI 25"3
es36'15 .~ Shrimp Mozambique 8.95 •:l~~~F~ran~~m~~tr~ee;t~n~s~to~~~-~~~~..."n~"n~"n~"nrT"T:J:
Do you like to sing? Then come join the RWC Chorale!
We meet on Mondays at 7:00-9:30 p.m. at the First CongragaUonal Church in
Bristol and on Thursdays at 7:00-9:30 p.m. in the lower trailor between Dorm I and
the Student Union.
All voices needed!
The American Institute ofArchitectual Students (AlAS.) is a club that meets
the first Tuesday ofevery month at 7: 15 p.m. in the thesis room of the Arch~tecture
building.
The ALAS. puts on many annual functions, such as the Beaux Arts Ball,
lectures and trips. Anyone interested in any of these functions. or our meetings.
come join us.
Any suggestions or comments can be directed toward the co-presidents Mark
R LePage and Peter A. Gerr or the vice president Gail Trachtenberg.
Currently, an exhibit of Paul Rudolph's work is hanging in the gallery and
halls of the Architecture building. The building is always open. so come and visit
at your own convenience.
The Political Studies Association meets every Wednesday night at 6:30 p.m. in
the snackbar. Anyone who is interested in learning about and working on political
campaigns or issues is welcome to attend.
RWC has received a gift of Newport property, the Newport~p~ reported re-
cently:' The gift is worth a purported $135,000. Vice President Gary Keighley said that the
transaction on the land has not been completed yet. but should be completed by March
15.
RWC receives property in Newport
Cafeteria makes menu more
appealing' to students
e ByS~:f~r~~:e~va ~
For students. a new semestermeans new classes. new
professors. and new experiences. At RWC Dining Services
it means new menu items. the implementation of student
suggestions. and the pursuit of new suggestions for ways
the cafeteria can improve its offerings. In a recent interview.
Michael CUnningham. Crew Manager for Dining Services.
discussed some new menu items and ideas. as well as
future plans for the RWC cafeteria.
"Changes to the menu this semester include about two
dozen new menu items, including soups and vegetables,"
Cunningham described. The changes range from offering
four deli salads atlunch. compared to one or two in the past.
to offering a hot dog and hamburger bar "t both lunch and
dinner throughout the week.
One ofthe most Important issues Cunninghamwanted
to stress. was the need for students to actively. and con-
structively' work with the Dining &ryices staff to address
concerns the students have conceming the Dining Hall.
Cunninliham has been vigorously pursuing student input
for the past year. Unfortunately. the.response has been
dismal, "Last semester we had four students, out of 1,000
that eat In the cafeteria. participate tIl our menu review.
That's the best we've gotten."
CUnningham is looking for students to join this
semester's menu review committee. "I'd really like written
responses." says Cunningham. "but 111 always take word of
mouth. Just give me a concrete proposal, what you want
specifically."
Anyone interested in being on the menu committee
may contact Michael CUnningham at ext. 3424.
By Terri Welch
Staff Writer
Can you cany a tune in a washtub? The RWC Chorale
can!
If you are asking yourself. "When did we get a Cho-
rale?". than keep reading.
. The little known. little advertised Chorale is an on
campus singing group. a "choir." ifyou will. which consists
of students; alumni. faculty. and staff. The Chorale is
headed by faculty member. Joan Roth. '
The Chorale was formed in February of 1981 and was
open campus-wide. Every year since its founding. the
Chorale has joined the Bristol County Interfaith Choir. a
community chorus made up of choirs from Rhode Island
and Southeastern Massachusetts. to perform in two major
concerts.
The first major concert is the "Many Moods of ChrIst-
mas Concert." performed every December before crowds of
up to 1500 people. The Chorale joins the Interfaith Choir.
as well as a full orchestra ofprofessional musicians. to sing
a variety of traditional and non-traditional holiday pieces.
This concert has been sponsored by RWC for a number of
years.
. The second major concert performed every year is the
"Spring Concert." This year the cop.cert. which will be
performed on May 3rd. is being sponsored by the Bristol
1992 Heritage and Discovery Committee. The concert will
consist of approximately 30 folk songs from allover the
world and will celebrate the 500th anniversary ofthe arrival
of Christopher Columbus to the New World.
Roth says that the Chorale likes to make itself avail-
able for college events. "We gave a concert last fall with the
new jazz band for the president of the college. and we will
be giving another performance for him on April 12th."
Roth feels that the small size of the Chorale was
attributed to low visibility on campus. "We never even had
our own rehearsal. room. but now we have the old alumni
trailer. which was given to us by President Sicuro." said
Roth. I'. ROOM FOR RENT
Not only do many people not realize that RWC has a -p~•...- 1- ROOMMATE NEEDED
chorale. but also. students do not realize that they mayjoin
the chorale as a club or tor one college credit per semester. TO SHARE APARTMENT
Ifyou have suddenly found the urge to sing out 'after MALE PREFERRED
reading this article. then do it! Please contact Joan Roth's CALL 253.5458
office at 254-3506 (Wed. 10 a.m.-12 p.m. and 5-6 p.m.) or
at home at 253-8106. Or. you can merely show up (bring
yourvoice) on Monday nigh~ (7 p.m.) at the Congregational
Church on High Street. or Thursday nights in the Chorale
trailer (7 p.m.).
Little-known RWC Chorale
prepares for Spring Concert
.~ 10 fi ~/4/~ ~ y
forums·· ..
PRESENTS:
PETER BURTCHELL:
r ''AN EVENING WITH THE
COUSTEAU SOCIETY"
As the Cousteau Society's newest team mem
and speaker, Peter Burtchell brings the fascinating ~
world of Cousteau Society expeditions and the
beautiful world of our environment to the public.
A former National Park ranger/Naturalist, Mr.
Burtchell's assignments have included Yellowstone
National Park, Everglades National Park, Statue of
Liberty - Ellis Island National Monument and Gate-
way National Recreation Area. At the 1984 Summer -.
Olympic Games, he served as a Goodwill Ambassa-
dor for the National Parks and the United States
-Government, during -the centennial restoration of the
Statue of Liberty, he served as an historian and lan2
guage interpreter.
BEGINS 8:30PM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11TH
CO-SPONSORED BY THE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS FORUM
- .
DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO BILL O'CONNELL, DIRECTOR OF AUXILIARY SERVICES 254-3153
